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Hamlin floods
Sewer blockage causes
water backup
Kelly Norris
Asst. Campus News Editor
Last Wednesday around 7 p.m.. the female
students residing on the ground floor of Hamlin
Hall found their rooms underneath two to three
inches of water due to severe rain.
Water began to soak into the ground floor
hallways around near 6 p.m. Students began to
notice the puddles but did not alert anyone until
the water began seeping into the hall more rapidly at 7 p.m. "I was one of the first people down
here that night and I
noticed the puddles in
the hallway but
thought it was from

the ·-'""--rm--~
ground floor resident
Ashlee Rager. "The
water began rushing
in and our rooms
were eventually filled
with two mches of
pee yellow water."
According to
Lisa Cambel, a first
floor resident witness. a security guard amved on the ground floor
soon after the complaints were made. "I don ' t
know why he was sent down here, he couldn't
do anything. 1 guess he was here to assess the
ituation."
According to Heather L. Losneck, associate director of residence life, housekeeping and
physical plant personnel were contacted by 7 p.m.
"The Area Coordinator immediately helped the
girls get their stuff off the floor and then made
the appropriate calls. At 7:30. I arrived in Hamlin
and called the girls together to let them know
what was going on, " said Losneck .
Losneck and Mary Anne Hanicak, the area
coordinator of Hamlin, told the girls to make a
list of all their belongings possibly damaged by

carroll nearly breaks
Mount's streak

the flood. "We wanted them to have somethmg
concrete to do," srud Hanicak. "That way they
would feel more in control of the situation ."
Students held a different view. "At the
meeting, the area coordinator made it seem like
John Carroll was going to retmburse us or replace our stuff. I feel like they were lying to us,"
said ground floor resident Breon Boyd. "They
also told us that we could just plug our computers back in and they would reboot. I said, 'our
belongings are replaceable, but I'm not.' Those
cords
were
soaked."
At 8 p.m.,
parents of some
with wet vacuums
to help with the
clean up. The parents helped as
many girls as they
could until housekeeping services
arrived at 9:30
p.m. The clean up
crew, American
Building Maintenance (ABM), consisted of three
people. 1\vo people were actually working in
the rooms of the students and another man was
working in the halls.
"I did not like the attitudes of the residence
staff." said Catherine Bums. a ground floor resident. "They showed us little compassion and
sympathy in our time of need . They didn't answer our questions and just kept telling us that it
had also happened earlier this summer. The only
person that was nice to us was the woman in the
cleaning crew, and she had to be back at John
Carroll the next morning at 4 a.m."
It took the cleaning crew a little over two

Junior running back Glen Dragoiu

Homecoming King and Queen Joel
Amy Basista

see HAMLIN, page 2

Editor of national magazine addresses religion and intellect
explaining her definitions, Steinfel examined
some of the questions on how the Catholic intelAsst. Campus News Editor
lectual tradition should be working at
Margaret
this very moment, and where she
O ' Brien
thought
that tradition should be at
Steinfels, editor
work.
of Commonweal
She acknowledged that people
Magazine. spoke
scan the horizons for signs of"affinity
last Thursday on
between our beliefs and our world."
the Catholic inSteinfels said, "We are looking not for
tellectual tradisomething we have lost, but for sometion .
thmg we have not yet found." She also
Steinfels
stated that. "We need to be Catholics
began by adwho argue the world."
dressing both
Steinfels came to the defimtion
questions
of
that
the
Catholic intellectual traditton
what's intellecMargaret O'Brien Steinfe/s
is, "the effort to pass on in the modem
tual and what's a
world with all of it~ complex streams of meantradition.
She said she felt people often speak of the ing."
" To pass on a reasonable, credible, and
Catholic intellectual tradition because its present
and future seem uncertain or improbable. After bracing sense of being Catholic, not as the en-

Kelly Norris

emy of this complexity but the bearer of a tradition that says, th•s is not all there is.
"There is more meaning in this world than
we can see with our microscopes and telescopes:
than we can manipulate with our genetic catalogues and surgical instruments."
She followed the final definition by saying. ''We must argue thts in a style that recognizes that we live in a world of contested ideas,
contested world views, contested ends and therefore contested means."
To show people how to lead good lives ,
Stetnfel said it was most intluenttal to be hving
examples of good people.
By actually teaching youth about the
Catholic faith instead of constantly workmg for
mQre money, Steinfel said it would create a huge
difference m the American culture .
At the conclusion of the speech, Steinfel
summarized by restating her four main points.
According to Steinfel, the Catholic intellectual

tradition is not, "arguing wtth the world for the
sake of argumg, but for helpmg our society to
see the world as it is."
"One, there's more to life than thts life."
Steinfel concluded. "Two. you may be in charge
of your own life, but finally someone else is in
charge of you . Three. if you are only what you
get and you spend. you are not leading a fully
human life. Four, we are all in this together."
At the end of her speech, Steinfel answered questions from the aud1ence.
" I think that there are different reasons
for men and women about why there is a drop in
youth entering reltgious life." satd Steinfel.
"!think that there are many angry mothers angry at the church and they do not enter religious life and they could also have an influence on their children .
" I think there will be a tum in the tide-- I
have 35 year old women asking me lately, 'is
there more to life than this?'"
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News briefs
JCU to celebrate diversity through
prejudice reduction workshop
John Carroll University will present the workshop "Celebrating
diversity through Prejudice Reduction" from 9 a.rn.-4:40 p.m. on Sat.,
Oct. 9 in the Jardine Room.
Designed to demonstrate ways to eliminate oppression and to
promote the celebration of mulitcultural divestty, the workshop will
ehlp partcicpants examine issues and identity, unfreeze prejudicial attitudes, and act on the basis of shred values. Participants will be introduced to 1deas, strategtes and resoueces for taking an active role in
promoting more positi\'C realtions between diverse peoples.
. Soml! topics mclude personal 1mpact of spec1 fie incidents of
dcscrimination; how to interrupt prejudicial jokes, remarks and slurs;
and how to Jdenttfy and express pride in groups. The workshop will
also provide the opportunity for parttcipants to explore how our communities can celebrate cultural d1versity.
The cost of the workshop is $10.00.

•••
This week's events:
There will be an Accountancy Career Night (Public) from 6 to
9:30p.m. in the faculty Dining Room and the Murphy Room tonight.

•••
The Counseling Center will sponsor a Sexual Assault Pro-

gram from 7-10 p.m. tonight in the Jardine Room.

•••

On Sat., Oct 9, there will be a Resident Assistant class !Tom 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. in the LSC Conference Room.

•••
There will be an Acquaintance Rape Educational program. sponsored by the CoWtseling Center, from 7-10 p.m. in the President's Dining Room on Mon., Oct. II and Wed., Oct. 13.

...

.J.

spcnk on The, . Oct. 12 from 4-5 p.m. in AD 226 us pnrt of the Fall

lntemational Lecture Senes, sponsored by the Department of International Studies. The topic is "Learning From the Past: Holocaust Education in Germany since World War IT."

•••
The Psychology "Meet Your Major" will be held on Tues.,
Oct. 12 in the Faculty Dining Room from 7-9 p.m.

•••
The Accountancy "Meet Your Major" will be held from 89:15 p.m. in the Murphy Roomon Wed., Oct. 13.

N,.,.·sbriefs were compiled by Carrie Mack, Campus News Editor

Carrie Mack
Campus News Editor
John Carroll University students will be aiding victims of Hurricane Floyd next weekend in North
Carolina.
"It's such an overwhelming
Situation," said Mark Falbo, the director of the Center for Community SerVIce.

The trip, sponsored by the center, will take place Thurs., Oct. 14
through Sun., Oct. 17. Twenty Carroll
students, Mark Falbo, and two secretaries will go on the trip.
"Over 50 studen ts applied ,"
aid Falbo. "We tended to look for
people's backgrounds, get representatives for all classes. It's a whole JCU
commumty effort. "

HAMLIN

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
hours to clean up the water. They left
Hamlin around I I :45 p.m.
Thursday at 10:30 a.m., an outside cleaning company arrived on
campus to help each room deodorize
and sanitize floors, carpets and any
personal furniture such as chairs,
couches or futons that may have been
damaged. Carroll also provided every room with a dehumidifier to help
with the dampness and prevent mold.
Soon after the cleaning company arrived, the residents received a
memorandum from the office of residence life explaining the situation, as
well as an update on what the university would cover through insurance.
The memorandum advised students to make a detailed Iist of any
items that were damaged or lost and
report them through their parents '
homeowner's insurance because the
un;v
o not cover the los of
personal propcrry.

"The memo did not state the
facts correctly," said Boyd. "It said
that housekeeping services were on the
scene within one hour of being contacted, when they didn't really arrive
until9:30, two and a half hours later."
As John Carroll Univeristy
Housing Contract states, "JCU will
assume no responsibility for the theft,
destruction or loss of money, valuables
or other personal property belonging
to, or in the custody of, Student for

Falbo sa1d that the volunteers
could be domg many types of work tn
North Carolina, such as cleaning
houses or bu ildmgs repackaging donated foodstuffs, or even playmg with
the children at one of the shelters.
Mike Giancola, a Carroll alumnus employed at North Carolina State
University, where the volunteer will
be staying, was one of the connections
that made the trip possible. They have
also made contact with the Federal
Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) and the diocese ofRaleigh in
order to arrange the trip.
"Some of the clean-up s1tes are
one or two hours away (from the university]," sa1d Falbo The volunteers
will make the 15 hour dnve in univerSity vans, and will bring a U-Haul of

cleaning supplies w1th them.
"We'll figure out something
for the expenses," said Falbo . All volunteers are asked to bring between
S I O-S20 a night for dinner, so that
they may aid the economy.
"We'll be too tired to cook ,
anyway. If we have to be at a cleanup site at 8 or 9 a.m., we could be
leavmg [the umversity] between 6
and 7 a.m.," said Falbo.
This trip to North Carolina
might not be the last. "The flooding
is massive. We'll probably go back
in January and on spring break,"
Falbo said.
KristyToolis, one of the senior
volunteers , said" f can't imagine everything 1own being destroyed. They
need all the help they can get "

any reason, whether such losses occur
in student rooms, storage rooms, pubhe areas, elsewhere in the hall, or in
baggage related to shipment or storage.
Student is encouraged to carry personal
property insurance."
Some students that had already
contacted their insurance company
said that damages would not be covered and that the1r company was going to investigate the circumstances
involving Carroll's insurance, but they
had no definite news at this time.
Students also received a followup memorandum from residence life,
wh1ch discussed the cause of the flood .
The memorandum said, "they discovered a seven foot blockage from the
street toward the building. It turned
out to be tree roots! Apparently, because of the drought this past summer,
the trees were searching for alternate
water sources and found a mall crack
in the pipe. Once they broke through,
the crack became Ia er until the roots
were no allowing the clear flow of
water. So, the area is being dug up and
the pipe is being replaced."
"It is now completely fixed,"
said Director of Plant Serv1ces Jerry
Custer.
Many residents were also concerned with their health. 'They [the
area coordinator and associate director of residence life) acted like it was
no big problem and that we should stay
in our rooms and sleep," satd ground
floor resident Mandy Jarosz. "They

also told us to just continue studying.
It's not like this is a house where we
have someplace else to go. People
might not notice how damp it was just
walking by, but when you have to live
in the room the moisture m the air is
overwhelming. The rest of the week
was real ly disgusting, especially with
asthma."
The memorandum also addressed the health issue by assuring
students that Rose Bentivegna, R.N.,
director of the health center, said that
there is no possible way that meningitis is a threat to anyone in this situation.
"I think that the residence life
staff handled it wonderfully," said
Hantcak. "I was really proud how fast
they were there to help everyone out.
I think the residents were more upset
with the situation and not the efforts
of the staff. It might have seemed like
no one was doing anythmg when in
reality we had to call a lot of people to ,

WORLD
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Beyond the
Bell Tower
Miami University's average GPA
exceeds 3.0, causes concern
Miami University of Ohio President, James Garland, announced that for the first lime in the school's 190-ycar history, the
average student GPA exceeded 3.0 for both semesters.
He i concerned that the inflation will negatively affect currem and prospective students as well as the university itself.
That concern comes from the assumption that high grades
equal easy courses or low standards, whether or not that is true.
Garland perceives that this will all result in difficulty attracting top-ranked students and comjleting at national levels for outstanding faculty.

Ursuline

~ollege

hopes organize sports
will draw students

Ursulin~ College, the private all girls colleg
atcd 'n nearby
· c ude socPepper Pike, is assembling a sports prograJ'Il wihic
cer, volleyball, b k,.etball, fast-pitc;h softball, !W~O ftearns, in order to attract more s+udents to the school.
Ursuline h~ already spent $20,000 u.Jklli,1.ng it~ trainiog room
and has plans for );4(},QO gym TCROV'IriOn, a d the <)Om Jetion of a
new soccer field ot' the 200 I Ursaline ArrQws ma\lgl!ral season.
The colleg~ is joil'jing the National ssociation of lntercollegmte Athletics and has also applied tQ the American Midwest Conference. Thcy:w()J also offer athletic schqlarslups and increase re cruitment in O~io Michigan, and PelUlslyvania;

Homecoming 1999
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Sharp cuts proposed for higher education
\Jndenhe higher education ap roE!iallons bill th,at wa~ recentl y
reported out of a House of Representatives subco
ittce, federal
funding offinapcial aid could fac.e.a,$erious cut
If thi s bill passed, ~ era I work' tudy fundin
percent which ould rcsujt in over 6'o. 00 student
study aid. C~eges and universities y;quld also rec
"ttmye,ar.
million less th they recei
1\Jtho the bill would c over $2 billion f .PJJ?el rants
from tbe curre]lf year, $150 would be added to tne m xi mum allow-

A 1959 graduate of Ohio University convinced a Macedonian
philanthropist to invest $500,000 in promising young students at
Ohio University.
Lou Vlasho, a native of Canton who now lives in Naples, Fla.,
became friends with philanthropist Risto Gusterov through doing
international business with him .
The money Gustcrov is donating to Ohio University will allow an endowment to pay all the costs for a Macedon ian student to
study at the school for four years as part of a scholars program.
Those students who receive the funding will have to promise
to work in Macedonia for I 0 years.
The program is intended to nurture young people with leadership potential and a desire to be mvolved in their communities.

flnother thing for

Well FOPs, it is almost ovember 6. 2000. This
is a special day that comes only once every four years.
If you haven't guessed what it is yet, do not hold
your breath. IT IS PRESIDENTIAL ELECT!ON DAY!
Okay, okay, so you do not understand what the
big deal is. November 6 is the cornerstone of our Amencan democracy ... the one day out of 1,561 that we Americans over 18 arc given the priv1lcgc to vote for the executive officer of the United States of America.
In all seriousness th1s is lesson two after respecting political opimons, respect the privilege to vote because hundreds of thousands of Americans sacrificed
their lives so that you would have tl'tc pnvilege, not the
right, to vote.
Now back to the election. Do you know how
many people arc currently candidate for the 2000-2004
presidency? Hold on to your newspaper FOPs, you are
not going to believe this, but over 150!
The main contenders in the race are the Democratic candidate Vice-President AI Gore and Republican candidate Texa Governor George W. Bush, Jr.
Yet, they arc eagerly being contested for their
front-runner status. The other serious contenders are

,. !:. ·.~/~:

former Democratic
Senator Bi II Bradley
and Republicans Steve
·.··
Forbes, fonncr Secretary of transportation
and labor Elizabeth
\
Dote, Senator John
McCam, Gary Dauer,
Alan Keyes, and Pat
Buchanan (who is I
threatemng to run a the
reform candidate).
But, there arc also several other presJdcnt1al candidates I feel deserve mention just for thetr fun
names ... Da Vid, Dwayne Jenkins. Angel-Joy ChavisRecker and Ric Fla1r.
The 2000 prcs1dcnttal clection1s gotng to be a history-maker, so do not nuss the opport1mtty to learn about
the several candtdatcs and vote tn 2000.
For some poltttcal humor and to learn more about
the 150+ candtdatcs, visit www.voJc-smart.OQl.
Comments'
E-mail Jackte Bnok at Jabryk@Jcu.edu

.....

I

.(

...
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Nuclear reaction strikes Japan
Rania Assily
Staff Reporter
More than 300,000 people were
urged to stay tndoors to maintain
safety during a nuclear explosion at the
JCO Co. last Thursday in Tokaimura,
Japan.
A nuclear reaction occured after I 6 kilograms (equivalent to 35
pounds) of uranium were mistakenly
loaded into a container.
Two workers were handling the

The Japan Broadcastmg Corp.
reponed that two of the three workers
had no expencnce 111 producing the
rypc of fuel for the Joyo fast breeder
reactor.
"These workers had no idea of
how dangerous this material 1s," sa1d
Takagi.
Japan has no domestic reserves
of crude oil, so it remains depentdent
on nuclear power generat1on formam taining the world 's second largest

tor the s1tuJtton rq;<~rdmg the health
of the mhah1tants of the .. rca st~rround
mg the fac1ltty as well"
RadJatJOn'• ciTccts on the human body have various ranges. The
gastromtcstmal system ts very sensitive to radiation leading to nausea and
vomiting immediately after exposure.
Radiation can mfect the blood
stream and acute exposure can cause
damage to the central nervous system.
High do,es of rudiation can ktll out-

in serious condition.
The plant workers had to break
a pipe outside of the plant in order to
drain water that had accelerated the
nuclear fission .
During this time, radiation
spread throughout most of the town
causing 150 people to evacuate the
residential area.
Geiger counters,which measure
levels ofradiaion, were run on nearly
2,000 residents and reported no increased levels of radiation in the residents.
Jinzaburo Takagi, an analyst for
the Nuclear Power Information Research Institute, said that the workers
were accustomed to using a lighter
grade of uranium that would not begin fission so easily.

o yo, opera es
nuclear plants that have caused similar crises within recent years.
In March 1997,35peoplewerc
exposed to radiation as a result of a
fire and e)(plosion at the state-run
Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corp. reprocessing plant.
The Japanese government
seemed slow to react to the explosion.
The government did not hold its emergency meeting untiiiO hours after the
accident.
Sadaaki Numata, a spokesman
for the Japanese Foreign Ministry,
blamed the govenunent's late response
to lack of communication between the
government and the plant workers.
"Quite a numberofpeoplewere
exposed directly to radiation, they are
suffering from health hazards,"
Numata aid. "We'll contmue to moni-

1sory
er reven 1on, a pnva e
body to the Otrector-Gcncral of the
Nuclear Safety Bureau of the Sctcncc
and Technology Agency, concluded a
final report in August 1998, containing measures to improve the prevention of nuclear disasters.
The report recommended
strengthening safety control and monitoring systems under normal conditions, developing extensive early response functions from the beginning
of an accident to an emergency.
While global nuclear awareness
is rising, Japan must deal with nuclear
reactors as a substitute for lack of oil.
"We need to depend on nuclear
energy," said Nurnata. "We have no
other energy source to speak of. So,
we do need to tackle this challenge in
identifying the cause and remedying
the errors."

Red Cross declares blood emergency
Organization looks to college campuses for help
dents because that is when young adults are most ltkely to
get tattoos and piercings.
Assistant Wortd News Editor
Melissa McMillan, spokeswoman for America's
The American Red Cross has issued a blood donaBlood Centers, told USA Today that the rules for tattoos
tion emergency due to the greater demand for blood and
and ptercings are a precautionaty measure agamst in feethe declining number of donors. The consistent declme in
recent years has put greater pressure on current blood sup- tions.
"That's JUSt to make sure that 1f any mfectton deplies .
veloped, it wouldn't pose any potcnttal threat to the U.S.
Colleges across the country have been targeted by
blood supply. It's a layer of safety," McMillan said.
the Red Cross to hold bloodmobiles throughout the chool
In recent y\:ars, the threat of contracting the HIV
year m order to obtain blood.
v1rus has scared many donars away, contnbutmg to the
John Carroll University responds to the demand for
blood by holding an R.O.T.C. sponsored blood drive every decline in the blood supply.
The Red Cross urges that the nsk of contracting the
year.
HfV virus is vtrtually tmpossiblc because all donated blood
College students have been targeted because the avis collected in sterile, disposable needles and plasttc bags
erage college student fits the reqUirements for blood dothat arc only used once then dtscarded
nors.
Accurding to the Red Cross, blood donors. because
However, some dtsqualJfiers for donating blood are
they are all healthy volunteers and undergo careful screenseverely cutting mto the number of young pcrspecttve domg for HIV nsk before donatmg blood. have the low\:st
nors, parti cularly college students
mc1dencc of IIJV of any population group.
To donate blood, one should be m good health, be at
Smce the first report of AIDS in the early 1980s,
least 17 years old. weigh at least II 0 pounds. and must not
over 150 million blood donations have been made 111 the
have gotten a tattoo or p1crcmg of a body part other than
USA, without a single report of a person acquinng HIV
the car in the last 12 months.
AIDS
through donattng blood.
The last requirement usually dtsqualtfie college stu·

Jennifer Radlvoj
phalo by
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Homecoming-Dancers enjoy their
evening.

Tens of thousands of
new & used COs &
CORD Albums.
LUTION We Buy, sell & trade music

phoco br

~l(k lt~r

These students took a break from
dancing the night away at the
Homecoming Dance held at Windows
on the River in the Flats.

5 Minute walk from campus

•••••••••••••••
&INCii
18811

-Funky Boutique
Local and regionat music
-Imports & videos
Visit our website at www.recordrevolution.com
1832 Coventry Rd.
Cleveland Hts.
(216) 321-7661
FAX (216) 321-8687

Election 2000

by Jackie Bryk

a

News briefs were compiled by Megan Hetman and Jenny Radivoj

you to look forwot•d
to on Tlaursdays.

Politically Carroll

get things done promptly. /\nd when ~--11!!!!!1!~

the girls had to wait for them to come
it probably seemed like an eternity."
"I think that the situation would
have been a lot better if we had been
kept informed better and treated with
more compassion," said Natalie
Nicholas, a ground floor resident. "We
sat in the study lounge most of
Wednesday night and didn't know
what was going on until after the cleaning crew had already come on Thursday."

3

Corner of Silsby &
Warrensville Ctr.
Only Floral distributor in
University Heights

p001obyNickl.c«r

Crowds gathered outside of Campion and
Hamlin Halls led the way to a packed
Wasmer Field.

Owner is a JCU gracl
The Knights of Columbus
with their Homecoming cookout.

(216) 932-7550
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News briefs
JCU to celebrate diversity through
prejudice reduction workshop
John Carroll University will present the workshop ·'Celebrating
diversity through Prejudice Reductton" from 9 a.m.-4:40p.m. on Sat,
Oct 9 in the Jardine Room.
Designed to demonstrate ways to eliminate oppression and to
promote the celebration of mulitcultural divesity, the workshop will
ehlp partcicpants examine is ues and identity, unfreeze prejudicial attitudes, and act on the basis of shred values. Participants will be introduced to ideas, strategtes and resoueces for taking an actJve role in
promotmg more positive realtions between diverse peoples.
. Some topics include personaJ tmpact of specific incidents of
descrimination; how to interrupt prejudicial jokes, remarks and slurs;
and bow to identify and express pnde m groups. The workshop will
also provide the opportunity for participants to explore how our communities can celebrate cultural diversity
The cost of the workshop is $10.00.

Campus News Editor
John Carroll Universtty students will be atding victims of Hurricane Floyd next weekend in North
Carolina.
"It's such an overwhelmtng
sttuatron," said Mark Falbo, the director of the Center for Community SerVICe.

The trip, sponsored by the center, will take place Thurs., Oct. 14
throu gh Sun., Oct. 17. Twenty Carroll
students, Mark Falbo, and two secretaries wtll go on the tnp.
"Over 50 students appli ed,"
said Falbo. "We tended to look for
people's backgrounds, get representatives for all classes. It's a whole JCU
communt ty effort. "

HAMLIN

CONTlNUED FROM PAGE 1
hours to clean up the water. They left

•••
This week's events:
There will be an Accountancy Career Night (Public) from 6 to
9:30 p.m. in the faculty Dining Room and the Murphy Room tonight.

•••
The CoUilliCling Center wrll sponsor a Sexual Assault Program from 7-10 p.m. tonight in the Jardme Room.

•••

On SaL, Oct 9, there will be a Resident Assistant class from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. in the LSC Conference Room.

•••
There will be an Acquamtance Rape Educational program, sponsored by the Counseling Center, from 7-10 p.m. in the President's Dining Room on Mon., Oct. II and Wed., Oct. 13.

...

•pc.tk on Thcs., Oct 12 from 4 -5 p.m mAD 226

11s part

of Ole Fall

lntemattOnal Lecture ries, sponsored by the Department ofrntcmational Studies. The topic is "Learning From the Past: Holocaust Education m Germany since World War II."

•••
Tbc Psychology "Meet Your Major" will be held on Thes.,
Oct. 12 in the Faculty Dming Room from 7-9 p.m.

•••
The Accountancy "Meet Your Major'' will be held from 89:15 p.m. in the Murphy Roomon Wed., Oct. 13.

Newsbri~(.v

Carrie Mack

were compiled by Carrie Mack, Campus News Editor

Hamlin around II :45 p.m.
Thursday at 10:30 a.m., an outsi de cleaning company arrived on
campus to help each room deodorize
and sanitize floors , carpets and any
personal furniture such as chairs,
couches or futons that may have been
damaged. Carroll also provided every room with a dehumidifier to help
with the dampness and prevent mold.
Soon after the cleaning company arrived, the residents received a
memorandum from the office of residence life explaining the situation, as
well as an update on what the universtty would cover through insurance.
The memorandum advised students to make a detailed list of any
items that were damaged or lost and
report them through their parents '
homeowner 's insurance because the
umven~i
o not cover the lo of
personal propcrry.
"The memo did not state the
facts correctly," said Boyd. "It said
that housekeeping services were on the
scene within one hour of being contacted, when they didn 'I really arrive
until9:30, two and a half hours later."
As John Carroll Univeristy
Housing Contract states, "JCU will
assume no responsibility for the theft,
destruction or loss of money, valuables
or other personal property belonging
to, or in the custody of, Student for

Falbo satd that the volunteers
could be doing many types of work in
orth Carolina, such as cleamng
houses or bmldtngs repackaging donated foodstuffs, or even playing with
the chtldren at one of the shelters.
Mtke Giancola , a Carroll alumnus employed at orth Carolina State
University, where the volunteers will
be staying, was one of the connections
that made the trip posstble. They have
also made contact with the Federal
Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) and the diocese ofRaleigh in
order to arrange the trip.
"Some of the clean-up sites are
one or two hours away [from the university]," satd Falbo . The volunteers
will make the 15 hour drive in university vans, and will bring a U-Haul of

cleani ng supplies with them.
"We'll figure out something
fortheexpenses,"satd Falbo. All volunteers are asked to bnng between
S I0-$20 a night for dinner, so that
they may aid the economy.
"We'll be too tired to cook,
anyway. If we have to be at a cleanup site at 8 or 9 a.m., we could be
leaving [the university] between 6
and 7 a.m.," said Falbo.
Thi tri p to North Carolina
might not be the last. "The flooding
is massive. We'll probably go back
in January and on spring break ,"
Falbo said.
Kristy Tool is, one of the senior
volunteers , said "I can't imagine everything I own being destroyed. They
need all the help they can get."

any reason, whether such losses occur
in student rooms, storage rooms, public areas, elsewhere in the hall, or in
baggage related to shipment or storage.
Student is encouraged to carry personal
property msurance."
Some students that had already
contacted their insurance company
said that damages would not be covered and that their company was going to investigate the circumstances
involvmg Carroll 's insurance, but they
had no definite news at this time.
Students also received a followup memorandum from residence hfe,
which discussed the cause of the flood.
The memorandum said, "they discovered a seven foot blockage from the
street toward the building. It turned
out to be tree roots! Apparently, because of the drought this pa t summer,
the trees were searchtng for alternate
water sources and found a small crack
in the pipe. Once they broke through,
the er-ack became Ia er unti I the roots
were no allowing the clear flow of
water. So, the area is being dug up and
the pipe is being replaced."
"It is now completely fixed,"
said Director of Plant Services Jerry
Custer.
Many residents were also concerned with their health. "They (the
area coordinator and associate director of residence life] acted like it was
no big problem and that we should stay
in our rooms and sleep," said ground
floor resident Mandy Jarosz. "They

also told us to JUSt continue studyi ng.
It 's not hke this is a house where we
have someplace else to go. People
might not notice how damp it was just
walking by, but when you have to live
in the room the moisture in the air is
overwhel ming. The rest of the week
was really disgusting, especially with
asthma ."

The memorandum also addressed the health issue by assuring
students that Rose Bentivegna, R.N.,
director of the health center, satd that
there is no possible way that memngitis is a threat to anyone in this situation.
"I thmk that the residence life
staff handled it wonderfully," said
Hanicak. "I was really proud how fast
they were there to help everyone out.
I think the residents were more upset
with the situation and not the efforts
of the staff. It might have seemed li ke
no one was domg anything when in
reality we had to call a lot of people to
get thing~ done promptly. i\nd whc ll ·~--~!!!::'~
the girls had to wait for them to come
it probably seemed like an eternity."
"!think that the situation would
have been a lot better if we had been
kept infonned better and treated with
more compassion," said Natal ie
Nicholas, a ground floor resident. "We
sat in the study lounge most of
Wednesday night and didn 't know
what was going on until after the cleaning crew had already come on Thursday."
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Beyond the
Bell Tower

Politically Carroll

Miami University's average GPA
exceeds 3.0, causes concern
Miami Untversity of Ohio President, James Garland , announced th at for the first time in th e school's 190-year history, the
average student GPA exceeded 3.0 for both semesters.
He is concerned that the inflation will negatively afTect current and prospective students as well as the university it sci f.
That concern comes from the assumption that high grades
equal easy courses or low standards , whether or not that is true.
Garland perceives that this will all result in difftculty attracting top-ranked students and com etin&_at national levels for outstanding faculty.

Ursuline {:ollege hopes organize~ sports
will dr~w students
Ur.;uline College, the private all girls colleg I ated 'n nearby
Pepper Pike, iS assembling a sports program. wihic
lmclude soccer, volleyball, b I~,etball , falit-pitch softball,.1111dogo fteams, in order to attract more ~dents to tl1e schoo .
Ursu line has already pent $20,
~a,t ing it trainiog room
and has plans for a 1>40,000 gyn1 renovan n, and the <;om_pletion of a
new soccer field or the 200 I l.Jrsaline Arrows in<l1JgUra l season.
The college is joif1ing the National AssociatiOn of lntercollegtate Athletics nd has also applied to the American ,Midwest Conference. The w 1 also (lffer athletic. schqlarslti and increase recruitment in O~io Michigan, and Pe!Ulslyvania,

Sharp cuts proposed for-higher education

rap 6
work$100

A 1959 graduate of Ohio University convinced a Macedonian
philanthropist to invest $500,000 in promising young students at
Ohio University.
Lou Vlasho, a native of Canton who now lives in Naples, Fla. ,
became friends with philanthropist Risto Gusterov through doing
international business with him.
The money Gusterov is donating to Ohio University will allow an endowment to pay all the cost for a Macedon ian student to
study at the school for four years as part of a scholars program.
Those students who receive the funding will have to promise
to work in Macedonia for 10 years.
The program is intended to nurture young people with leadership potential and a desire to be involved in their communities.

former Democratic
Senator Bill Bradley
and Republtcans Steve
Forbes, former Secretary of transportation
and labor Eltzabcth
Dole, Senator John
McCatn, Gary Bauer,
A Jan Keyes, and Pat
Buchanan (who is
threatemng to run as the
reform candidate).
But, there arc also several other prestdential candidates I feel deserve mentton just for their fun
names ... Da Vid, Dwayne Jenkins. Angel-Joy ChavisRecker and Ric Flair.
The 2000 prcstdcnttal clcchon ts gotng to be a history-maker, so do not mtss the opportumty to learn about
the several candtdatcs and vote m 2000
For some polittcal humor and to Icum more about
th~ 150+ candtdatcs, vtstt www vote-smart O(i.
Commems'
E-mail Jackie B1yk at Jabrvk@;cu edr<

Nuclear reaction strikes Japan
Rania Assily
Staff Reporter
More than 300,000 people were
urged to stay tndoors to maintain
safety during a nuclear explosion at the
JCO Co. last Thursday in Tokaimura,
Japan.
A nuclear reaction occured after 16 kilogram s (equivalent to 35
pounds) of uranium were mistakenly
loaded into a container.

in serious condition.
The plant workers had to break
a pipe outside of the plant in order to
drain water that had accelerated the
nuclear fission.
During this time , radiation
spread throughout most of the town
causing 150 people to evacuate the
residential area.
Geiger counters, which measure
levels of radiaion, were run on nearly
2,000 residents and reported no increased levels of radiation in the residents .
Jinzaburo Takagi, an analyst for
the uclear Power Information Research Institute, said that the workers
were accustomed to using a lighter
grade of uranium that would not begin fission so easily.

The Japan Bruadcastmg Corp .
reported that two of the three workers
had no cxpcnencc m producmg the
type of fuel for the Joyo fast breeder
reactor.
"The c workers bad no idea of
how dangerous this material is," sard
Takagi.
Japan has no domestic reserves
of crude oil, so it remains depentdcnt
on nuclear power generatton for maintaining th e wo rld's second largest

tor the sttu"tt on regard mg !h~ health
oft he mhabttanb otlhc arc" surroundtngthe factlt!y as well."
Rad1a! ton's effects on tile human body have vanous ranges. The
gastrointestmnl system ts very scns•!Jvc to radiation leading to nausea and
vomiting immediately allcr mtposurc.
Radiation can tnfect the blood
stream and acme exposure can cause
damage to the central nervous system.
High doses of rnd iation can kil l out-

o yo, opera es
nuclear plants that have caused simiJar crises within recent years.
In March 1997,35 people were
exposed to radiation as a result of a
fire and exp losion at the state-run
Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corp. reprocessing plant.
The Japan ese government
seemed slow to react to the explosion.
The government did not hold its emergency meeting until 10 hours after the
accident.
Sadaaki Numata, a spokesman
for the Japanese Foreign Ministry,
blamed the government's late response
to lack of communication between the
government and the plant workers.
"Quite a number of people were
exposed directly to radiation, they arc
uffering from health hazards,"
Numata said. "We'll continue tomoni-

er reven ton, a prtva e
1sory
body to the D1rector-General of the
Nuclear Safety Bureau of the cience
and Technology Agency, concluded a
fmal report in August 1998, containing measures to improve the prevention of nuclear disasters.
The report recommended
strengthening safety control and monitoring systems under normal conditions , developing extensive early response functions from the beginning
of an accident to an emergency.
While global nuclear awareness
is rising, Japan must deal with nuclear
reactors as a substitute for lack of oil.
"We need to depend on nuclear
energy," said Numata. ''We have no
other energy source to speak of. So,
we do need to tackle this challenge in
identifying the cause and remedying
the errors."

Red Cross declares blood emergency
dents because that is when young adults are most likely to
get tattoos and piercings.
Assts!ant Wortd News Ed1!or
Mehssa McMillan, spokeswoman for America's
The American Red Cross has issued a blood donaBlood Centers, told USA Today that the rules for tattoos
tion emergency due to the greater demand for blood and
and piercings arc a precauuonary measure agatnst infecthe declining number of donors . The consistent dechne in
recent years has put greater pressure on current blood up- tions
"That's just to make sure that tf any infection deplies.
veloped, it wouldn't po se any potential threat to the U.S.
Colleges across the country have been targeted by
blood supply It's a layer of afcty," McMtllan satd
the Red Cross to hold bloodmobiles throughout the school
In recent years, the threat of contrac ting the li!V
year in order to obtain blood.
v1rus has scared many donars away, contnbutmg to the
John Carroll University responds to the demand for
blood by holding an R.O.T C. sponsored blood dnve every decline m the blood supply
The Red Cross urges that the nsk of contracti ng the
year.
HIV virus is virtually impossible because all donated blood
College students have been targeted because the av1s collected tn stcnlc, disposable needles and plasnc bags
erage college student fits the reqUirements for blood dothat are only used once then discarded.
nors .
According to the Red Cross, blood donors, because
However, some dtsqualtfiers for donating blood arc
they are all hea lthy volunteers and undergo careful scrccnseverely cuttmg into the number of young per pecuve domg for HlV risk before donating blood, have the lowcsr
nors, parttcularly coll ege students.
To donate blood, one should be in good health, be at mctdencc of HIV of any population group
Since the lirst rcpoll of AIDS in the tarly 1980s,
least 17 yc~rs old, wetgh at least 110 pounds, and must not
over !50 mil !ton blood donattons have been made tn the
have gotten a tattoo or pierctng of a body part other than
USA, Without a smglc report of a person acqutnng HIV
the car tn the last 12 months.
AIDS
through donating blood.
The last rcqutrcment usually dtsqualifies college stu-

Jen niter Radlvoi
pho 1o br Ni<k !Avn

Homecoming-Dancers enjoy their
evening.

photo byNid lnu

These students took a break from
dancing the night away at the
Homecoming Dance held at Windows
on the River in the Flats.

5 Minute walk from campus

-Funky Boutique

Corner of Silsby &
Warrensville Ctr.

Local and regional music
-Imports & videos
Visit our website at www.recordrevolution.com
1832 Coventry Rd.
Cleveland Hts.
(216) 321-7661
FAX (216) 321-8687

Well FOPs, it is almost November 6. 2000. Thts
is a special day that comes only once every four years.
If you haven't guessed what it is yet, do not hold
you r breath. IT IS PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION DAY!
Okay, okay, so you do not understand what the
btgdeal is. November 6 is the cornerstone of our American democracy .. .the one day out of\ ,561 that we Ameri cans over 18 arc gtvcn the privilege to vote for the executive offtcer of the Unit ed States of America.
In all seriousness this isle ·son two afler respecting political opimons, respect the privilege to vote because hundreds of thousands of American sacrificed
their lives so that you would have the pnvilege, not the
right, to vote.
Now back to the election. Do you know how
many people arc currently candidates for the 2000-2004
presidency? Hold on to your new paper FOPs, you are
not going to believe this, but over 150!
The main contenders 111 the race arc the Democratic candidate Vice-President AI Gore and Republican candidate Texas Governor George W. Bush, Jr.
Yet, they are eagerly being contested for their
front-runner status. The other serious contenders arc

Organization looks to college campuses for help

Tens of thousands of
new & used COs &
CORD Albums.
-·-~LUTION We Buy, sell & trade music

•••••••••••••••
cr•c& 1eea

lry Jackie Bryk

Election 2000

Newsbriefs were complied by Megan Hetman and Jenny Radivoj

ilnothet• thing lor
you to look forward
to 011 Tlaursdays.

3

Only Floral distributor in
University Heights

phc&obrNidt~v<tt

Crowds gathered outside of Campion and
Hamlin Halls led the way to a packed
Wasmer Field.

owner is a JCU grad
The Knights of Columbus
with their Homecoming cookout.

(2 16) 932-7550
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HARRY GAUZMAN RETURNS • • •

Major:
Sociology
Year: Junior
Hometown:
Toledo, OH
Favorite Movie:
"The Wedding
Singer"
Favorite Food:
Nachos
Involvement at
JCU: Delta
De lta Xi.
Favorite thing
about JCU:
Everywhere I go,
I see someone I
know.
Pet Peeve about
about JCU: The
parking.
Motto: Good

Complied by Maureen Liller

In the 1960 s. The Carroll News
Introduced a column that took a satirical view of life at John Carroll.
This year, The Carroll News has
brought back the column through the
creators daughter. She has taken the
name Harriet Gauzman ..
How many of you have wandered past the Harry Gauzman Lounge
m the basement of the Administration
building only to ask yourself, "How
can I score some tickets for the Dave
Mathews Concert?" It was three decad es ago when my father, Harry
Gauzman, paraded hts sarcastic wittiness down the flower lined trails of
John Carroll University.
I feel somehow driven to revive
this legacy and I am ashamed to say
that it has taken me two full years to
find the Carroll newsroom. The confusion of a campus as large as John
Carroll should be mm1mal; however,
the primary reason for my presence in
the student center previously had always been to enjoy the many delicacies of the Marriot Dining Services
(named for Ezra Marriot, the only survivor of the Donner party). I have
smce moved off campus in a final attempt to save what is lefl of my digestive tract and am now living off such
delicacies as Goobers and macaroni
and cheese. Although I hear that the
Parkhurst Food Service is a better treat,
I have not yet been brave enough to

As

A WoMAN?

stand watching others around me tum
to canmbalism and savage argument
as they await admtssion into the cafeteria which holds perhaps the only
stable situation at John Carroll, that is,
they do feed us here every day.
When Harry Gauzman first arrived at Carroll, all students were required to wear a tie to dinner. Since
this was the 60's, the good Jesuits finally abandoned this policy when the
"Carroll men ," as they were called in
those days, began showing up to dinner wearing ties .. and only ties' Because there were no women on campus until his econd year, the style of
such attire was not a concern to Harry
and the other Carroll men. It's hard to
imagine this campus without women.
It is even harder to imagine the significantly fewer numbers of sexually
related restrictions that were placed on
the men of JCU. In fact , there was
only one rule: "NO SEX!" There were
no visitation hours. There were no
visitors. You can be sure that parents
did not receive an extra $50 surprise
in the bill due to thCH child engaging
in illicit sexua l relations during a fire
alann.
Upon returning from a night of
laughs and philosophical talks at Betty
and frv's Blue Streak Lounge, now
Donato's Pizza, the gentlemen simply
replaced their "peg" in the board situated in the lobby of each dorm. Today

it would be very difficult to return the
peg into its little appomted slot and not
alarm the Resident Assistant on duty
in the main lobby after a night at
Quinn 's. In the 70's, Oh10 Law allowed I 8 year-olds to legally part telpate in the numbing effects of beer and
therefore skip the chances of being
written up immediately for underage
drinking. But no one drinks at Carroll.
No one drinks indeed. It seems
rather 1romc and certainly explanatory
that James A. Bohannon, for whom the
Science Center is so appropriately
named, just happened to be the CEO
ofCarlmg Brewing. He certainly did
give back to all th e JCU drinkers over
the years. Thank you J.B.
Acceptance into Carroll was informally referred to as purchasing a
"one way ticket on the Jesuit Airline."
Requirements for graduation changed
continuously. At one time a student
was forced to tak e 21 credit hours of
Theology and an additional 21 hours
of Philosophy. Students today struggle
with the nine credit hour requirement
for Philosophy, not to mention the six
credit hours of Religion.
Back then Anny ROTC was
also mandatory for the first two years
at Carroll. After that, students had a
choice ; drop ROTC and take your
chances with the draft lottery after
graduation or continue in the ROTC
program, be commissioned as a Sec-

ond Lteutenant and receive an all expense patd trip to Vietnam, which unforrunately the Government only provided as a one way trip. In spite of the
horrific aspects of the Vietnam War,
both domestically and across the
ocean, it was an aspect of Carroll's
campus that brought students of all
backgrounds together in efforts to have
their voices heard and to try to save
somcone 's life. Sit-ins, riots, walkouts, and strikes were held almost
daily. Today the largest gathering of
students was sparked by Daylight Savings Time closing an hour earlier!
Since this "last male bastion"
was dissolved by the "Carroll Coed"
in the early seventies, changes have
been flowing. In fact, one of the only
constants from my father's time to
mine is Fr. Shell, a wonderful and
prominent man in Carroll's htstory and
on Carroll's campus today.
Things could be much worse
here at good old JCU. I will leave this
introductory opus with this thought: to
those who say that the Carroll of the
'90's lack s meaningful activities compared to those golden days of yesteryear when Homecoming and Mardi
Gra celebrations included bands li ke
Chicago, Blood, Sweat. and Tears, Ray
Charles, and The Fifth Dimension giving concerts on the Carroll campus, I
say, "Oh yeah, hey ... we've seen a
Garth Brooks impersonator."

ARTS
Great Lal<es Theater Festival
starts off season with a bang

Eliza beth Krymski
Staff Reporter
The curtam is open and the
stage lights are set to shine upon this
year' Great Lakes Theater Fesuval.
The Ohto Theater at Playhouse
Square i eagerly awaiting the openmg of its I 999-2000 season with the
prem1er of the soon to be Broadway
musical. "Thunder Knocking on the
Door." This production incorporates
a compelhng 1960s Southern tale with
soulful blues music makes its tage
debut on Oct. I 4.
The play is set in a quaint Alabama town. The principle character is
Marvell Thunder, a cunning musician.
Years ago, Thunder lost a contest to
the presentIy deceased Jaguar Dupree.
Sptteful, Thunder rumbles through the
town in search of the Dupree fami ly
111 order to redeem himself. He antagonizes the Dupree chtldrcn, Jaguar Jr.
and Glory . Eventually, he defeats

Jaguar's namesake .
Thunder's purpose for the contest w1th the Dupree chtldren is to obtain two magic guitars that Jaguar
crafted before his death W1th these mstruments m h1s possession, Thunder
wJII be able to ave him elf from the
ternble fate that lies before him. However, on his journey, Thunder stumbles
upon a major obstacle he ha fallen
in love with Glory Dupree. Glory, unpaired by her loss of ight, must embark on a journey with Thunder !hat
will challenge their relationship together in addition to their lives.
"Thunder Knocking on the
Door" was composed and directed by
Keith Glover. He is renowned for his
play" In Walks Ed," which was nominated for a Puhtzer Prize. A graduate
of Bowling Greel) State University,
Keith Glover has added the role of actor to his resume when he appeared in
the film "Jackknife," with Robert

De iro.
Accordmg to James Bundy, the
Dtn:ctor of Art for the Great Lakes
Theater Festival, " 'Thunder' combmes a fable w!lh a vital Amencan
musical tradition and the result ts a
story told wtth a unique and strongly
theatrical voice."
It is Glover's variety of stage
cxpcncnc~ as an actor, director and
wnter that g1ves his play this dynam1c
spark.
Adding the mustcal score to
"Thunder Knocking on the Door" IS
Grammy Award winner Kevin Moore
and theater legend Anderson Edwards.
Moore is also a W.C. Hardy Award
Winner and this past year has been
named Contemporary Males Blues
Artist of the Year. Moore's winning
albums include "Just Like You" and
"SlowDown." He has also toured with
anists such as Jackson Browne , Tina
Turner and Bonme Raitt.

The man behind the parry of the century isn't sweating
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - When
you're Jeffrey Straus, every second
counts.
The Countdown Entertainment
pres1dent will be marking the party of

t e century by he pin drop a 1,070pound crystal ball at Times Square at
exactly 12:00:00 on Dec. 31.
"lt's funny - everybody makes
a big deal about the ball dropp ing on
time," says Straus, laughing. "But
New Year's 2000 is coming even if

GET MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.
Your Uncle Sam. Every
fees. They even pay a flat rate
year Army ROTC awards
for textbooks and supplies .
scholarships to hundreds of
You can also receive an allowtalent ed students. If you
ance of up to $1500 each school
qualify, these merit-based ~EADERS11t~ year the scholarship is in
scholarships can help you
effect. Find out today if
paytuitionandeducational
you qualify.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE

For details, vis1t 2nd Floor of the Lombardo
Student Center, or call397-4421

we're late."

Actually, New Year's 2000 is
coming to Times Square every hour on
the hour from time zones around the
world- from the South Pacific to Westem Samoa - beginning at 6 a.m. on
Dec. 31.
In addition to endless verses of
"Auld Lang Syne" in a va riety of languages, each hour will be marked with
a video and musical presentation appropriate to the time zone.
The round-the-clock party at
the "Crossroads of the World" will
peak with the big celebration at midnight EST
All of it wil l be beamed onto a
half-dozen giant screens around Times
Square for the crowd, and around the
world via 15 cameras on the I ntemet
for those hanging out at home.
The $7 million party will run for
25 hours, finally winding up at 7 a.m.
on Jan. 1 -about the time the first hangovers of the year should be kicking in.
The once-in-a-lifetime event,
expected to draw 1.5 million live
guests and I billion television viewers, wi ll feature more than I ,000 performers in a variety of roles - mu icians, puppeteers, dancers, actors.
There will be live video feeds
from around the world pumped into
Times Square. Forty-five networks
will do the opposite, beaming live
feeds out of Times Square throughout
the day.
Straus, who heads the marketing company that represents the ball
and the budding on which it sits, says
he and his staff arc ready.
"We started preparing for this
three years ago," he says. "We're going to celebrate with the entire world.
London, Paris, Beijing- when the millennium begins, we'll be wah you."
Some anticipated high lights: an
enom10us puppet of Father Time will
dance with a Baby Time creature.
A 22-foot-long elephant puppet
will appear at 3 p.m. for New Year's in
India. Gymnasts in scuba gear will
cavort. There will be music, fireworks
and 2 tons of confetti.

It's all much more high tech
than the first bash in midtown Manhattan.
The celebration dates to I904,
when the owners of One Times Square
sponsored a rooftop party to rin g in
the new year.
Three years later, New York
Times publisher Adolph S. Ochs conjured up the now-de rigueur ball dropping from the same building.
With the exception of two
years during World War II, a brightly
Iit ball has de cended annually before
hundreds of thousands of celebrants .
This year's ball is an import- a
Waterford crysta l design that was
carefully brought in from Ireland. It
took 40 craftsmen and designers to
create the "Star of Hope" p1ece.
The ball features 504 triangular pieces of crystal, 600 multi-colored
light bulb , 96 strobe lights and 92
rotating pyramid mirrors .
The Year 2000 party also
comes with its own unique probl ems.
The most obvious: no dress rehearsal, almost unheard of for an
event of this magnitude.
Last year's party was the closest that organizers came to a dry run,
which brings up an annual problem :
the weather. Forces far beyond the organizers' control could play havoc
with the events.
"We're hoping for warm," says
Straus- an unlikely forccasl for Manhattan m late December. Dry might
be enough, though a little snow could
act to the spectacle.
Organizer were confident that
security would not be an issue; last
year, police made just 23 arrests from
among some 500,000 revelers. One
thing wil I again be barred from Times
Square: alcohol.
Straus isn't worried about
dropping the ball a few seconds late.
i\ll the events will run off a signal sent
by the atomic clock in Boulder, Colo.
"We're confident," he says.
"Three years ago, this was just an idea.
Every day brings us closer to the reality."
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Edwards 1s talented 111 the
genres of gospel, R&B and blues. fhc
dtversc backgrounds of these composers account for the superb mustc m the
play.
The cast also attributes to the
mm1cal's predicted success Peter Jay
Fcmandc7. (:.larvcll Thunder) has appeared m the Broadway producuon of
"The 1\.lcrchant of Vcruce," as well as
tn the hn tcleviston senes' " Law and
Order" and "New York Undercover."
Marva Htcks, (Glory Dupree)
ha lent her vocal sktlls to the background mu tc of 5uch sensatwns as
Stevie Wonder, Whitney Houston and
Michael Jackson. She has also appeared on the ABC daytime oap opera "One Life to Live."
The rest of the stellar cast mcludes Terry Burrell (Good Ststcr
Dupree) who has starred m ·'Showboat" and Cabare t show art1st Doug
Eskew who plays Drcgstcr Dupree
The award wmmng mustcal's
previews arc scheduled for Oct .I o.l15 at 7·30 p.m . and n opens to thr
pubhc on Oct. 16. Pcrlomiances arc
scheduled Wednesday through Sunday
at 7·30 p.m. throughout October. Spc·
cia! shows arc arranged for the IK'.trtng lntpatrcd Oct ~() and Oct. 31 .1t
1.30 p.m.
Futurt: plays schedu led to tppcar at the Great I akcs Theater f est iva l arc Ilcnnk Ibsen's "fhc Wdd
Duck," Wtlltam Shakespeare 's "The
1\>..clfth Ntght" and Charles Dickens'
"A Chnstmas Carol' '
T1ckets for all productiOns vary
from $19 to $40, with discounts for

OP OF THE
CHARTS
Top 10 Movies
I. "Double Jeopardy"

starring Ashley Judd and
Tommy Lee Jones
2. !'Three Kings" slarrmg
George Clooney, Tee Cube
and Mark Wlwlberg
3. "American Beauty"
ltamng Kevin Spacey
4. "Blue Streak" starr-ing
Martin Lnwre11ce
5. "The Sixth Sense" sta"ing
Bmce Wtllis

6. "Drive Me Cnizy" starring
Melissa Joan Hart
7. "For Love of the Game"
swrring Kevin Costner
8. "Elmo In Grouchland"
starri11g tire Muppets
9. "Mystery, Alaska"
starnng Russell Crowe
I 0. "Stigmata" Slarring
Patricia A rquetll'
~nt

of F..

c>nlvw

Top 10 R&B Singles
I. Whitney Houston,
'M 'Love rr tow Lme"
::! J..ou Bega. " Mambo No.5"
3. mber, ·s, ~tml
4. \'engaboys. 'Boom Boom.
Boom "
5. Eric Benet featur1ng
Tum in, ..Spmd Ml' Lrfe
With You"
6. TLC, "Unprcrry"
7. Enrique Iglesias,
"Railwno~ ·•
8. Faith Evan~, "Never

"Mtssing You"

Marva Hicks as Glory Dupree and Peter Jay Fernandez as the mysterious traveler Marvell
Thunder in a "bluesicaf" fable "Thunder Knocking on the Door" by Keith Glover, with music and
lyrics by Grammy award winner Kevin Moore.

Lots of laughs in Happy, Texas"
11

Ray Somich
Staff Reporter
From dead armadillos to a
beauty pageant to a bank heist gone
wrong, "Happy, Texas" will keep you
laugh ing throughout the fi lm, as long
as you go into it with an open-mind.
In yet another film this year
open ly displaying homosexua lity,
"Happy, Texas" does so in a way that

hasn't been done well before - with
comedy.
Steve Zahn, from the 1996 film
"That Thing You Do," and Jeremy
Northam play the role of two escaped
jailbirds whose on ly getaway option is
to steal a beat-up Winnebago. Their
road trip leads them to th e small town
of Happy, where they plan to lay low
for a wh ile until things cool down.

However, staying out of sight is not
easy as they thought. They soon have
a run in with the local sheriff and are
forced to assume th e identity of two
gay beauty pageant producers. While
the folks of Happy be lieve that they
are paying for two pageant pros, what
they are really getting is two con men
that will do just about anything to keep
from going back to jail.
"Happy, Texas" gets off to a
quick start and although it hits a few
minor potholes in the beginmng, the
story line becomes increasingly
funnier, bordering on hysterical.
The mov1c is filled with a solid
cast of familiar faces incluqmg Tlleana
Douglas , who was most recently seen
1n last month's thriller "Stir of
Echoes" , William H. Macy of"Boogte
ights" and "Fargo" fame; and Ally
Walker of NBC's the "Pro filer."
"Happy, Texas" grabs you in
such a way that by the end of it, you
have a true sense about what each
character is feeling. ln thts film, there's
a little romance and a whole lot of
laughter.

Rating: PG-13, for language
Running Time: 104 mins.
Grade: AVery good: A

Steve Zahn stars in "Happy, Texas," directed by Mark 1/Jsley

Good: 8
Waitforthe video: C
Miserable: D

Cleveland Cinematheque
to feature Swedish
and Japanese films
Ann Dolgan
Staff Reporte r
Throughout October, the Cleveland Cinematheque, the city's premier
foreign film theater, will be focusing on Swedish and Japanese films .
Beginning Oct. 14, the 616 seat Russell B. Aitken Auditorium at the
Cleveland Institute ofArt will feature films by Bo Widerbcrg, a former novelist and film cri1ic from Sweden. Widerberg's films focus on lyrical, humanistic aspects derived from Swedish history and social concerns. His first film,
"Elvira Madigan" ( 1967) is based on a true story about a love affair between a
circus performer and a married army deserter.
"This film's cinematography is breathtaking," said John Ewing, Director of the Cinematheque.
The film runs Oct. 16 at 7 p.m. and Oct. 17 at 4:15p.m. Cleveland is
one of only five cities that will see the film. Other Swedish films will be playing throughout the weekend, as well.
The last weekend in October will feature nine animated Japanese films,
most by Hayao Mtyazaki.
"We have shown more Miyazaki films than any other city m the U.S.,"
Ewing said. "We really had to fight to get thts parttcular series," he contmued.
"Princess Mononkc" and "Porco Rosso" (The Red Ptg) !>otll by
Miy 37_akt, were box office hits in Japan. "Mtzyazaki IS Stephen Spielberg,
George Luca and Walt Disney all rolled up into one person," accordmg to
Ewing.
"Pnncc s Mononke" ts an epic set in the 14" century. It tells the story of
mortals , pagan gods and spirits as they venture m the forest. The scrccnmg at
the Cinematheque is the newly rdcased English vcrston, which fcatmes the
voices of Clare Danes and Billy Bob Thornton The film Will be shown Oct. 28
at 8·15 p.m.
"Porco Rosso," Japan's top grossmg film m 1993, features a ptg 111 the
role of a ptlot battlmg sky ptratcs over the i\dnattc Sea. The film wtll be shown
on Oct 30 at 7:30p.m
The Ckvcland Cinematheque provides 250 altcmallvc [ilms ca<.:h year.
The theater plays to a dtverse audtencc.
"We always try to show films that arc for ~veryone We have people or
all ages, from children to people m their 80 's" satd Ewmg.
Admtsstons to the scrccmngs arc $6 or $10 for two consccuthc films
Th<:Cieveland Cmemathequc is located at the Cleveland Institute of Art's campus on the comer of East Boulevard and Bellflower Road. All screenings of
foreign films are shown with subtitles. For more informatiOn, call (216) 4217450.
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HARRY GAUZMAN RETURNS • • •

Major:
Sociology
Year: Junior
Hometown:
Toledo, OH
Favorite Movie:
"The Wedding
Singer"
Favorite Food:
Nachos

Involvement at
JCU: Delta
Delta Xi.
Favorite thing
about JCU:
Everywhere 1 go,
I see someone I
know.
Pet Peeve about
about JCU: The
parking.
Motto: Good

In the 1960 :v, The Carroll News
introduced a column that took a satineal view of life at John Carroll.
This year, The Carroll News has
brought back the column through the
creators daughter. She has taken the
name Harriet Gauzman .
How many of you have wandered past the Harry Gauzman Lounge
in the basement of the Administration
building only to ask yourself, "How
can [ score some tickets for the Dave
Mathews Concert?" It was three decades ago when my father, Harry
Gauzman, paraded his sarcastic wittiness down the nower lined trails of
John Carroll University.
I feel somehow driven to revive
this legacy and I am ashamed to say
that it has taken me two full years to
find the Carroll newsroom. The confusion of a campus as large as John
Carroll should be m1mmal; however,
the primary reason for my presence in
the student center previously had always been to enjoy the many delicaCieS of th e Marriot Dming Services
(named for Ezra Marnot,the only survivor of the Donner party) . I have
since moved off campus in a final attempt to save what is left of my digestive tract and am now living off such
delicacies as Goobers and macaroni
and cheese. Although I hear th at the
Parkhurst Food Service is a better treat,
J have not yet been brave enough to

As

A WoMAN?

stand watching others around me tum
to canmbaltsm and savage argument
as they await admission into the cafeteria which holds perhaps the only
stable situation at John Carroll, that is,
they do feed us here every day.
When Harry Gauzman first arrived at Carroll, all students were required to wear a tie to dinner. Since
this was the 60 's, the good Jesuits finally abandoned this policy when the
"Carroll men," as they were called in
those days, began showing up to dinner wearing ties .. . and only tics ! Because there were no women on campus until his second year, the style of
such attire was not a concern to Harry
and the other Carroll men. It's hard to
imagme this campus without women.
It is even harder to imagine the significantly fewer numbers of sexually
related restrictions that were placed on
the men of JCU. In fact, there was
only one rule: "NO SEX!" There were
no visitation hours. There were no
visitors. You can be sure that parents
did not receive an extra $50 surprise
in the bill due to their child engaging
in illicit sexual relations during a fire
alarm.
Upon returning from a night of
laughs and philosophical talks at Betty
and lrv's Blue Streak Lounge, now
Donato's Pizza, the gentlemen simply
replaced their "peg" in the board situated in the lobby of each dorm. Today

it would be very d1ff1cult to return the
peg mto 1ts little appointed slot and not
alarm the Res1dent Assistant on duty
in the main lobby after a night at
Quinn's. In the 70 's, Ohio Law allowed 18 year-olds to legally participate m the numbing effects of beer and
therefore skip the chances of being
written up Immediately for underage
drinking. But no one drinks at Carroll.
No one drinks indeed. It seems
rather ironic and certainly explanatory
that James A. Bohannon , for whom the
Science Center is so appropriately
named, just happened to be the CEO
of Carling Brewing. He certain ly did
give back to all the JCU drinkers over
the years. Thank you J.B.
Acceptance into Carroll was informally referred to as purchasing a
"one way ticket on the Jesuit Airline."
Requirements for graduation changed
continuously. At one time a student
was forced to take 21 credit hours of
Theology and an additional 21 hours
ofPhilosophy. Students today struggle
with the nine credit hour requirement
fo r Phdosophy, not to mention the six
credit hours of Religion.
Back then Army ROTC was
also mandatory for the first two years
at Carroll. After that, students had a
choice; drop ROTC and take your
chances with the draft lottery after
graduation or continue in the ROTC
program, be commissioned as a Sec-

ond Lieutenant and receive an all expense paid trip to Vietnam , which unfortunately the Government only provided as a one way trip. In spite of the
horrific aspects of the V1etnam War,
both domestically and across the
ocean, it was an aspect of Carroll's
campus that brought students of all
backgrounds together in efforts to have
their voices heard and to try to save
someone's life. Sit-ins, riots, walkouts, and strikes were held almost
dai ly. Today the largest gathering of
students was sparked by Daylight Savings Time closing an hour earlier!
Since this "last male bastion"
was dissolved by the "Carroll Coed"
in the early seventies, changes have
been flowing. In fact, one of the only
constants from my father's t1me to
mine is Fr. Shell, a wonderful and
prominent man in Carroll 's history and
on Carroll's campus today.
Things could be much worse
here at good old JCU . I will leave this
introductory opus with this thought: to
those who say that the Carroll of the
' 90's lacks meaningful activities compared to those golden days of yesteryear when Homecoming and Mardi
Gras celebrations included bands like
Chicago, Blood, Sweat, a11d Tears. Ray
Charles, and The Fifth Dimensio11 giving concerts on the Carroll campus, 1
say, "Oh yeah, hey ... we've seen a
Garth Brooks impersonator."

ARTS
Great Lal<es Theater Festival
starts off season with a bang
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Elizabeth Krymski
Staff Reporter
The curiam IS open and the
stage hghts are set to shine upon thi
year's Great Lakes Theater Festival.
The Oh10 Theater at Playhouse
Square 1s eagerly awatting the opening of its 1999-2000 season with the
prcm1er of the soon to be Broadway
musical, "Thunder Knocking on the
Door." Thi production incorporates
a compelling 1960s South em ta le with
soulful blues musi c make its stage
debut on Oct.l4.
The play is set m a quaint Alabama town. The principle character is
Marvell Thunder, a cunnmg music1an.
Years ago, Thunder lost a contest to
the presently deceased Jaguar Dupree.
Spiteful, Thunder rumbles through the
town in search of the Dupree family
in order to redeem himself. He antagonizes the Dupree children, Jaguar Jr.
and Glory. Eventually, he defeats

Jaguar's namesake.
Thunder's purpose for the contest with the Dupree children 1s to obtain two mag1c guitars that Jaguar
crafted before his death. With these mstruments m his possession, Thunder
will be able to save himself from the
terrible fate that lies before him . However, on his j ourney, Thunde r stumbles
upon a maJ or obstacle he has fallen
111 love with Glory Dupree. Glory, 1111paired by her loss of sight, must embark on a journey with Thunder that
wi II challenge their relationship to·
gether in addition to their lives.
"Thunder Knocking on the
Door" was composed and directed by
Keith Glover. He is renowned for his
play " In Walks Ed," which was nominated for a Pulitzer Prize. A graduate
of Bowling GreeQ State UniveTSJty,
Ke1th Glover has added the role of actor to his resume when he appeared in
the fi lm "Jackkmfe," with Robert

DeNiro
Accordmg to James Bundy, the
D1rcctor of Art for the Great Lakes
Theater Festival, " 'Thunder' combmes a fable wnh a vital Amencan
musical traditiOn and the result is a
story told with a unique and strongly
th eatriCal VO ICC."
It 1s Glover's vanety of stage
ex perience as an actor, director and
writer that gives h1s play th1s dynamiC
spark.
Adding the musical score to
"Thunder Knocking on the Door" is
Grammy Award winner Kevin Moore
and theater legend Anderson Edwards.
Moore is also a W C. Hardy Award
Winner and this past year has been
named Contemporary Males Blues
Artist of the Year. Moore's winning
albums include "Just Like You" and
"Slow Down." He has also toured with
artists such a Jackson Browne, Tina
Turner and Bonnie Raitt

The man behind the parry of the century isn't sweating

TOP OF THE
CHARTS
Top 10 Movies

Edwards IS talented 111 the
genres of gospel, R&B and blue . The
dJVeTlie backgrounds of these composers account for the superb mus1c m the
play.
The cast also attributes to the
mus1ca!'s prcd1 ted success . Peter Jay
Fcmande? (Marvell Thunder) has appeared m the Broadway producti on of
"The Merchant ofVcn1c e," as well, s
in the h1t teleVISIOn scncs · " Law and
Order" and '·New York Under over "
Marva H1cks, (Glory Dupree)
has lent her vocal skills to the background music of such scnsattons as
Stev1c Wonder, Whitney Houston and
M1chacl Jackson. She has also appeared on the ABC daytime soap opera "One L1fe to Live."
The rest of the stellar cast mcludcs Terry Burrell (Good S1stcr
Dupree) who has starred 1n .. howboat" and Cabaret show artiSt Doug
Eskew who plays Drcgstcr Dupree.
The award wmnmg mus1cal 's
previews arc sehedukd for Oct .14·
15 at 7:30 p.m. and 1t opens to the
public on Oct. 16. Pcrfonnanccs arc
scheduled Wednesday through Sundav
at 7:30p.m. throughout Octohcr Spc
cia! shows arc arranged l(lr the he.~r
mg 1mpa1recl Oct. 29 and Oct ~I ,It
1.30p.m.
Future plays sc hcduk·d to ,lppcar at the Great Lake>Thc.ltcr Fcstl·
val arc Hc nrik Ibsen's "The Wild
Duck ," Wilham Shakespeare s "I he
Twelfth J';ight" and Charle, D1ckcns'
"A Chnstmas Carol ...
Tickets for all producuons vary
from $ 19 to $40, With discounts for

1. "Double Jeopardy"
stamng Ashley Judd and
Tommy Lee Jone.1
2. !'Three Kings" stamng
George Clooney, lee Cube
and Mark Whalberg
3. "American Beauty"
swrring Kevin Spacey
4. "Blue Streak" rtarring
Marti11 Lawrence
5. ''The Sixth Sense" starring
Bmce Willis
6. ''Drive Me Crizy" starring
Melissa Joan Hart
7. "For Love of the Game"
starrmg Kevin Col·tner
8. "Elmo In Grouchland"
srarri1111 rite M11ppers

9. "My. tery, Alaska"
starring Russell Cmwe
I0. "Stigmata'' starring
Patnclil Arquette
Ollrf~s.Yof £. Onlvrc

Top 10 R&B Singles
l. Whitney Houston,
•· My Love H YclUr Lo\'1: '

2. Lou Bega, "Mambo No.5"
3. • mbcr, ·'.)ncm/ '
4. \ 'cngaboys. 'BMm, Boom.
Boom "
5. Eric Benet featuring
Tamia, "Spend M_1 Life
Wirlr You"
6. TLC, "Unprmy"
7. Enrique Iglesias,
"BwJamos"
8. Fnith Evans, ''Ne~er

j,l}gs come to
larry

those who wait.

Complied by Ma11reen Liller

Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - When
you're Jeffrey Straus, every second
counts.
The Countdown Entertainment
pres1dent will be marking the party of

t e cenhiry by helpin drop a ,070pound crystal ball at Times Square at
exactly 12:00:00 on Dec. 31.
"It's funny - everybody makes
a bi g deal about the ball dropping on
time," says Straus, laughi ng. "But
New Year's 2000 is coming even i.f

GET MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.
Your Uncle Sam. Every
fees. They even pay a flat rate
year Army ROTC awards
for textbooks and supplies.
scholarships to hundreds of
You can also receive an allowtalented students. If you
anceofupto$l500eachschool
quahfy, these merit-based t.EADERSHip year the scholarship is in
scholarships can help you
effect. Find out today if
paytuitionandeducational
you qualify.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE

For details, vis1t 2nd Floor of the Lombardo
tudent Center, or call 397-4421

we're late. "
Actually, New Year's 2000 is
com ing to Times Square every hour on
the hour from time zones around the
world- from the South Pacific to Western Samoa - beginning at 6 a. m. on
Dec. 31.
In addition to endless verses of
"Auld Lang Syne" in a variety of languages, each hour will be marked with
a video and musical presentation appropriate to the time zone.
The round-the-clock party at
the "Crossroads of the World" will
peak with the big celebration at midnight EST.
All of it will be beamed onto a
half-dozen giant screens around Times
Square for the crowd, and around the
world via L5 cameras on the Internet
for those hanging out at home.
The$7 million party will run for
25 hours, finally winding up at 7 a.m.
on Jan. I -about the time the first hangovers of the year should be kicking in.
The once-in-a-lifetime event,
expec ted to draw 1.5 million live
guests and I billion television viewers, will feature more than 1,000 performers in a variety of roles - musicians, puppeteers, dancers, actors.
There will be live video feeds
from around the world pumped into
Ti mes Square. Forty-five networks
will do the opposite, beaming live
feeds out ofT1mes Square throughout
the day.
Straus , who heads the marketing company that represents the ball
and the buildmg on which it sits, says
he and his staff are ready.
"We started preparing for this
three years ago," he says. "We're going to celebrate with the entire world.
London, Paris, Beijing- when the millennium begins, we'll be with you."
Some anticipated highlights: an
enormous puppet of Father Time will
dance with a Baby Time creature.
A 22-foot-long elephant puppet
will appear at 3 p.m. for New Year's in
India. Gymnasts in scuba gear will
cavort. There will be music, fireworks
and 2 tons of confetti.

It's a I much more high tech
than the first bash in midtown Manhattan.
The celebration dates to 1904,
when the owners of One Times Square
spon sored a rooftop party to ring in
the new year.
Three years later, New York
Times publisher Adolph S. Ochs conjured up the now-de rigueur ball dropping from the same building.
With the exception of two
years during World War II, a brightly
lit ball has descended annually before
hundreds of thousands of celebrants.
This year's ball is an import- a
Waterford crystal design tha t was
carefully brought in from Ireland . It
took 40 craftsmen and designers to
create th e "Star of Hope" piece .
The ball features 504 triangular pieces of crystal, 600 multi-colored
light bulbs, 96 strobe lights and 92
rotating pyramid mirrors.
The Year 2000 party also
comes with its own unique problems.
The most obvious. no dress rehearsal, almost unheard of for an
event of this magnitude.
Last year's party was the closest that organizers came to a dry run,
which brings up an annual problem :
the weather. Forces far beyond the organizers' control could play havoc
with the events.
"We're hoping for warm ," says
Straus- an unlikely forecast for Manhattan m late December. Dry might
be enough, though a little snow cou ld
act to the spectacle.
Organizers were confident that
security would not be an issue; last
year, police made just 23 arrests from
among orne 500,000 reve lers. One
thing will again be barred from Times
Square: alcohol.
Straus isn't worried about
dropping the ball a few seconds late.
All the events will run off a signal sent
by the atomic clock in Boulder, Co lo.
"We're confiden t," he says.
"Three years ago, this was just an idea.
Every day brings us closer to thereality."

"MissiiiS You"

Marva Hicks as Glory Dupree and Peter Jay Fernandez as the mysterious traveler Marvell
Thunder in a "bluesical" fable ''Thunder Knocking on the Door" by Keith Glover, with music and
lyrics by Grammy award winner Kevin Moore.

Lots of laughs in JJHappy, Texas"
RaySomich
Staff Reporter
From dead armad ill os to a
beauty pageant to a bank heist gone
wrong, "Happy, Texas" will keep you
laughing throughout the film , as long
as you go into it with an open-mind.
In yet anot her film this year
openly disp laying homosexuality,
"Happy, Texas" does so in a way that

hasn't been done well before - with
comedy.
Steve Zahn, from the 1996 film
" That Th ing You Do ," and Jeremy
Northam pl ay the role of two escaped
jailbirds whose only getaway option is
to steal a beat-up Winnebago. Their
road trip leads them to the small town
of Happy, where they plan to lay low
for a while until th ings cool down .

However, staying out of sight is not
easy as they thought. They soon have
a run in with the local sheriff and are
forced to assume the identity of two
g-ay beauty pageant producers. While
the folks of Happy believe that they
arc paying for two pageant pros, what
they are really getting is two con men
that will do just about anything to keep
from goil)g back to jail.
"Happy, Texas" gets off to a
quick start and although it hit a few
minor potholes in the beginning, the
storyline becomes increasingly
funnier, bordering on hysterical.
The movie is filled with a sohd
cast of familiar face including Illeana
Douglas, who was most recently seen
1n last month's thriller "St1r of
Echoes": William H. Macy of"Boogie
Nights" and ''Fargo" fame ; and Ally
Walker of NBC's the "Profiler ...
"Happy, Texas" grabs you 111
such a way that by the end of it, you
have a true sense about what each
character is feeling. In this film, there's
a httlc romance and a whole lot of
laughter.

Rating: PG-13, for language
Running Time:l04 mins.
Grade: AVery good: A

Good: 8
Steve Zahn stars in "Happy, Te)(as," directed by Mark //Isley

Waufor the video: C
Miserable: D

Cleveland Cinematheque
to feature Swedish
and Japanese films
Ann Dolgan
S1aff Reporter
Throughout October, the Cleveland Ci nematheque, the city's premier
foreign film theater, will be focusing on Swedish and Japanese films .
Beginning Oct. 14, the 616 seat Russell B . Aitken Auditorium at the
Cleveland Institute of Art will feature films by Bo Widerberg, a former novelist and film critic from Sweden. Widerberg's films focus on lyrical, humanistic aspects derived from Swedish history and social concerns. His first film,
"E lvira Madigan" ( 1967) is based on a true story about a love affair between a
circus performer and a married army deserter.
"This film's cinematography is breathtaking," said John Ewing, Director of the Cinematheque.
The film runs Oct. 16 at 7 p.m. and Oct. l7 at 4: 15 p.m. Cleveland is
one of only five c1 11es that wtll see the film. Other Swedish films will be playing throughout the weekend, as well.
The last weekend in October will feature nine animated Japanese films,
most by Hayao Miyazaki.
"We have shown more Miyazaki films than any other city in the U.S.,"
Ewing said. "We really had to fight to get th1s particular series," he continued.
"Princess Mononke"' and "Porco Rosso" (The Red Pig) both by
Miyazaki, were box office hits m Japan. "'vhzyazaki IS Stephen Spielberg,
George Lucas and Walt Disney all rolled up into one person," accordmg to
Ewing.
"Princess Mononke" is an epic set m the 14" century. It tells the story of
mortals, pagan gods and spirits as they venture 111 the forest. The screening at
the Cmcmatheque is the newly rclea cd Enghsh version, which feature~ the
voices of Clare Danes and B11ly Bob Thornton. The film Will be shown Oct. 2
at 8·15 p.m.
"Porco Rosso," Japan's top grossing film ·n 1993, features a p1g 1n the
role of a pllot battling sky p1rates o>cr the Adriatic Sea The film w1ll be shown
on Oct. 30 at 7·30 p.m.
The Cleveland Cinematheque pro,·1dcs ~ 'i O alternative tilms each year.
The theater plays to a d1versc audience.
··We always try to show film s that arc for everyone We have people of
all ages , from children to people in thc•r &O's," satd Ewmg.
Admissions to the scrccnmgs are S6 or S 10 for two con ·ecuti\ e films .
The Cleveland Cinematheque IS located at the Cleveland Institute of Art's campus on the comer of East Boulevard and Bellflower Road. All scrcemngs of
foreign films arc shown with subtitle . For more mfonnat1on, call (216) 421·
7450.
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Go Hargrove
Congratulations to the Cleveland lnd1ans for earning a fifth -conecuu e bcnh to the M a1·or Le ague
playoffs The last time a Cleveland-

Women continue hot streak
Gregory Murphy

Factor that w1th the fact that
the lnd1ans have not won a World Scncs since 1948, and it's np wonder
that Tribe fans are so excited about
the Indians rediscovenng postseason
play.
I just have one question for the
legions of Tribe fans : Did so many
years at the bottom of the division
standings make you complacent towards not wmning the World Series
in the last five years?
Look at the offensive numbers
for the Tribe over the last five years,
and it's no wonder C leveland wins
1ts division by a double-digit average.
This year was no different.
The Indians clinched the American
League Central on Sept. 8, nearly a
month before playoffs started.
The Indians went 97-65 this
season, the1r best mark since going
99-62 m 1996. But, in 1996, the lndtans were defeated m four games
by the Baltimore Onoles in the DiVIS 10nal Senes.
Obviously, you tend to rest
have clinched

Staff Reporter
The John Carro ll women'ssoccer team has put together quite a season so far, and the mood surrounding
the team could not be better. Both
team and ind1vtdual records have
fallen. and there are st11l five regular
season games to go.
The b1ggest record for the team
has been their unprecedented ninegame unbeaten streak. It has been
more than a month since the Blue
Strcaks"last los . And that was a 2-0
dec1S10n at Oh10 Wesleyan, the thirdranked team in the country.
Head Coach Tracy Blast us has
been extremely pleased with the way
her team has responded since the loss.
"Anytime you can come back
after a tough loss, It's great," Blasius
said. "We have just been gomg out
and proving that we are the better
team. It feels good at the end of the
game when you can look up and see
that you have won. We have been able
to do that for a while."
John Carroll 's efforts on the
field have also shown at the polls. In
the most recent Great Lakes Regional
poll, the team was ranked 5"'. That is
the highest ranking the women's soccer program has ever received.
Last week, John Carroll was
productive, turning in a 2-0-1 record.
A large part of their success had to do
with thei r ability to execute corner
kicks .
The Blue Streaks seven game
winning streak came to an end last
Wednesday at Capital, the defending
Ohio Athletic Conference Champion s.
The good news is that the team did not
lose . The Blue Streaks escaped with a
1-1 tie on a cold, rainy day in Bexley,

to /o).C l:orHacl

draw.

based franchtse
advanced to the
postseason five
year. tn a row
was the 19 501955 Cleveland
Browns, who
won stx consecutive 1\.merican and Eastern
Conference
Titles.

J

rHJ foe u s

on

postseason goals .
The lndt a ns e nter this
postseason in the midst of a threegame losing skid to the Toronto Blue
Jays.
Let's examme some of the
1999 season stats. Stx players hi t
over .300; even players with 20 or
more home runs; live players with
25 doubles; five players with I 00
RBI; five players with I00 runs The
Tribe sports two legitimate MVP
candidates m Manny Ramtrcz ( 333,
44 IIR, 165 RBI, 131 runs. 34
doubles) and Roberto Alomar (.323,
24 lfR 120 RBI. 1)8 runs, 40
doubles). As a team, the lnd1.tns bc<:.um· the fir ·t t~:am smcc th..: I <l50
Boston Red Sox to score 1,000 nms.
Comp!Jment that cxplos1vc offcnsi\'C
firepower with arguably the best
m1ddle mficld ever, and 11 " easy to
sec how Cleveland coasted into the
postseason
But llcvdand fans beware.
Boston JS no pushover. You'll have
to face haschall"s top starter 1n Pedro
Martmcl (2}-4) at least once
Hargro\~ looks to counter \\ 1th
Bartolo Colon, but he ·s a lif.:u me 0
.l agamst Bosl('n and 0-2 agamst
Man me;
·r he mo t import.mt game of
the season 1s the second game, and
Hargrove had yet to choo'c hts Gam~
two starter before th1 s paper went to
print Hargrov~ should have the Imeup set by now. And now we tl nally
get to the mam pomL
!low long will 1t tak<.: for
Cleveland to tire of "JUSt gettmg
there." With the c><pcricnce the Indians have, you'dthink they'd be out
for blood. Maybe Hargrove can't
rally the troops like they need to be.
So here it1s for all of you Indian fans, I am gomg to Jay 1t on the
line. No World Series, no more
Hargrove. Jf Hargrove can't get It
done this year, he never w1ll -
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"We didn ' t pl ay that well
against Capital," Blasius said. "But
the field was wet, and footing was
treacherous all day. I'm happy we
came out of that game w1th a tie, but
look forward to meeting them again
down the road [in the OAC playoffs]."
Freshman Kim Felosky scored
the Blue Streaks' lone goal off a corner kick from sophomore Jill

Comerford. BlasJUs described the goal
as a "perfect one-timer."
"JdiJUSt sent the ball across the
box," Blasius sa1d. "Kim was right
there to put the ball away. For the
moment, we were up 1-0."
However, the Blue Streaks
could not hold the lead as Capital
added a second half goal of their own
to earn the tte. Junior goalkeeper
Samantha Sommer was tough in goal
as she made ten saves.
On Saturday afternoon, the
Blue Streaks set a school record in
thetr 2-0 win over visit1ng Mount
Union The tandem of Fclosky and
Comerford each prov1ded a goal for
JCU.
Once again, Felosky netted the
game winner off a comer kick from
Comerfo rd. Sommer was so lid in
goa l, making four saves in posting her
sixth shutout of the season.
The two goa ls allowed JCU to
set a school record for goals in a season with 38. The previous mark was
36, set by the 1997 squad. Blasius informed her team of the record after the
game.
"The team was excited about
the record ," Blas ius said. "But they
know they have a lot more to prove
this season. But it's always nice when
you can put the ball in the back of the
net as we have been able to do. That's
how you win games."
Comerford's goal was also significant. lt was her 12"' goal of the
season , tying her with Shannon
Sullivan for the most goals in a season by a single player. Sullivan accomplished her feat in 1996. Despite
the goal, Comerford said being in the
record books was not important to her.
"I'm just glad the team is do·
on
a
don 't mean that much to me. The team
set goals at the beginning of the season and those are more important to
me. We want to win the OAC Championship and earn an NCAA Playoff
Berth. !just want to help the team win
games. If that means sconng goals,
then great."
Blasius has been extremely
pleased with the play of Comerford.
Currently, she leads the OAC in goals

Freshman midfielder Maggie Johnson keeps pace with her
opponent in a recent game on the Varsity Field.
scored and points per game.
"She has had a great season offensi vely,'' Blasius said. "She has definitely been getting the job done for us
and J expect bigger things from her as
the season progresses ."
The win over Mount Union was
also special to Blas ius. It was her
twenty-sixth career coaching victory
at John Carroll, making her the all-time
winningest coach in the team 's II year
history. She is currently in her third
season as head coach.
OnTu da aft m n. the lu
Streaks faced a talented Otterbem team
on the Varsity Field.
After a scoreless first half, JCU
relied on the corner kick to propel them
to a 2-1 victory.
With just under 30 minutes in
the game, Comerford sent a comer
kick across the box that Felosky
headed into the net. Minutes later,
Comerford netted her 13"' goal of the
season to overtake Sullivan in the

record books.
Comerford took a shot from the
left sideline that curved its way toward
the goal. After hitting the far post, the
ball trickled past the goalkeeper for
Comerford's record setting goal.
With the win over Otterbein ,
John Carroll has tied the school record
for wins in a season with ten. The 1992
squad previously held the record.
Currently, JCU is I 0-2-1, and 3-0-1 in
theOAC.
Up next for the Blue Streaks is
trip to hio orthem (9-2 . 3-0) on
Saturday. Blasius said the Polar Bears
are the best team remaining on the
schedule and the team should be able
to get up for this big game.
John Carroll will also have a
revenge factor in the back of their
minds.
Ohio No rth ern defeated the
Blue Streaks twice last season, 3-2 in
the regular season, and 3-0 in the OAC
semifinals.

Men's soccer topples Mount in OAC opener
Dan fmstberger
Staff Reporter
Severe weather conditions were
th~ only force strong enough to stop
the John Carroll University men's soccer team th1s past week
Last Wednesday, hghtnmg and
other severe weather conditions forced
the cancdlatton of a non -conference
match-up between the Blue Streaks
and 1 homas More. Th1s meant only
one game of act1on for JCU last week.
The Blue Streaks opened Ohio
Athletic Conference play on October
2, shnckmg Mount Cnion,mAIIiance.
Mount l.i n1on had been the league
regular ·cason champiOn and an OAC
tournament team m 1998. JCU shutout the rctummg regular cason champiOn Purple Ra1ders with a 1-0 win
The VICtory kept John Carroll's
shutout trend m tact Three of the four
Blue 'trcak victones thliS far in 1999
have been accomplished by holdtng
thc1r opponent scoreless.
In the three shutouts, JCU has
outscored its opponents by a combmed
score of S-0 The one win that didn't
come from a shutout was a 3-1 vtcrory over Penn State UniversityBehrcnd In games where the opponent has cored, the Blue Streaks are
0-3-1.
Senior goalkeeper Paul
Habrecht, who missed the Lake Erie

Junior Brian Sevchek practices his offensive stroke.
game last week, returned Saturday to
post the shutout against Mount Union.
Habrecht also shutout Wooster
in the only other game in which he
played. Habrecht started all 17 games

in 1998 as the team's goalkeeper.
Freshman goalkeeper Jim Brahm has
also recorded two shutouts this season
while replacing the injured Habrecht.
"We have two great goalkcep-

ers In net for us," semor midfieldcr
David LaRussc said. "Knowing that
e1ther of them could tum m a great
game at anytime by holdtng the opposing team scoreless makes it a lot
easter for our dHcn'e to do the1r job."
JCU has looked to the
goalkeepmg as mot1vation for the rest
of the team. The impressive play has
proven to be contag10us.
"We 'vc played well the last few
games," senior mid fielder Jeb Schmitt
said. "And hop efully we can keep it
going and pic k up some more wins
against OAC opponent~."
The Blue Streaks, who now
own a 4-3-l overall recorcf, have a 4910-S mark under current head coach
Ali Kazemaimm OAC regular season
action. Currently, JCU IS tied for first
place in the OAC w1th a 1-0-0 record.
Yesterday. the Blue Streaks
faced thcnumbcronetcam in the Great
Lakes Region and the number eight
team in D1vision Ill, Otterbein College
on the road. Ottcrbcin(9-l overal l, 10 OAC) has already beaten 199 8
NCAA Division lll national champion
Ohio Wesleyan by a 3-0 score earlier
this season.
On Saturday, John Carroll wi II
host Ohio Northern (S-6 overall, 1- I
OAC). This will be the Blue Streak's
home opener in conference play and
only their second home game overall.
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Streaks fall just short against Mount
Bob McCarthy
Sports Ed1tor
The John Carroll University
football team came within one play
of upsettmg top-ranked Mount Union
College on Saturday before a record
crowd at Wasmer Field. On fourth
and ten 011 the Mount Union 25-yard
hnc, frcshmanquartcrbackTomArth
was unabl e to connect with junior split
end Larry Holmes, and the Purple
Raiders escaped with a thrilling 5751 tnple overt1me victory.
" It was a tough , hard fought
game," head coach Regis Scafe said.
"Whenever a game goes into three
overtimes it really is anyone's
ballgame and unfortunately someone
has to lose."
Each of the record 6,450 fans
was on its feet, watching to see if Arth
and Holmes could hook up for one
more touchdown . The two had already provided three dramatic scaring plays , including a 56-yard " HailMary" on the final play of the first
half, a 4-yard score with under one
minute to play in regulation and a 21yard stri ke in the second overtime.
" We were looking for a recciver to step up," Scafe said. "Larry
[Holmes] did a great job , and he just
kept coming up with big plays when
we needed them."
A fter initially rolling to his
nght on the final play, Arth retreated
nearly 20 yards and crossed back to
th e left sideline. The freshman fired
on the run, looking for Holmes in the
corner of the cndzone, but Arth was
unable to find his man.
"! was just hoping that Tom
wouldn't get sacked," Holmes said of
the final play. "He threw it and the
cornerback had coverage on me. J
gave him just a little shove to free
commg over.
e sa ety go a an
on it and that was it."
For the day, Arth completed
2 1-36 passes for a whopping 382
yards and four touchdowl)s.
The Blue Streaks nearly
snapped Mount Union's consecutive
win streak at 46, one shy of the National Collegiate Athletic Association
record of 4 7 held by the University

of Oklahoma (1953-1957).
Offense was the big story. The
Ohio Athletic Conference opponents
rolled up 1120 yards and scored 108
points, a Wasmer Field record. The
Carroll offensive output marked the
f1rst time the Purple Raiders surrendered SO or more points since being
shut-out by Akron 53-0, in 1962.
"The offensejusttumed in a tremendous pcrfonnance against one of
the top defenses," Scafe said. "The
offense kept us in the game by making plays and responding every time
Mount made a move."
The JCU offense responded
every time the three-time defending
nation 1
ad

Union 4-yard l ine, the Blue Streaks
controlled their future and seemed
destined for victory. A costly false
start penalty pushed JCU back. After
failing to convert on the subsequent
third and six, Vitatoe came on and sent
the game into a second overtime .
The Blue Streaks wasted little
time in the second overtime. Following a running play that gained four
yards, Arth found Holmes in the
endzone to give JCU a 51-44 ad vantage. Holmes caught six passes for
165 yards and three touchdowns.
Mount Union ca lmly took th e
field for its double overtime posses·
sion showing tremendou s poi e. cov-

the run. When we focused on their
running game, they would counter
with their pas ing game."
Moore finished the day w1th
149 yards on 26 cames and three
touchdowns, including a 66-yard dmw
for a fourth quarter touchdown which
put the Purple Raiders ahead 41-34
With time windmg down m
regulation, Anh hit Holmes from four
yard out to knot U1e ~core at 41.
"Things were working for us,"
Holmes said. "! am hopeful that I w1ll
continue to get looks like that the rest
of the seaso n."
Because Arth and Holmes
scored so quickly, Mount Union actually got the ball back before regulatJOn expired. The Purple Raiders
qmckly drove down the field and set
up a potential game-winning field goal
for Rodney Chenos from 23-yards. A
timely ubstitution may have made the
difference for the Blue Streaks.
"We use Larry (Holme J as a
situation kick-blocker because of his
height and leaping ability," Scafe said.
"He timed his leap well, and just his
presence threw Mount' timing off."
The Mount Union timing was
off, and the ktck clanged off of the
upright, much to the delight of the
Wasmer fans.
The defense provided orne dra·
matics as well. Sen 10 r Tom R 1m
scored his second touchdown of the
season, returning an interception 54yar ds for a fir st half touchdown .
Rini retumed a fumble 30-yards for a
score on the first defensive play of the
season at Catholic on Sept. 4.
Sen 10 r linebacker Brian
Zielaskiewicz led a group oftive Blue
Streak defenders that each recorded
double-digit tackles . Zielaskiew 1cz
racked up 1S tackles, followed by Rini

lead changes. In the first overtime,
JCU kicker David Vitatoe booted a 25yard field goal to tie the score at 44
following a43-yard Mount Union field
goal. However, just before Vitatoe 's
kick it appeared as though the Blue
Streaks were going to make history by
ending the game in the first overtime .
On third and one on the Mount

Moore plunged in from two yards out
to record his third touchdown and
force t he thtrd and deciding ove rtime.
"We knew that they were going to emphasize the run ," Scafe said.
'They are the top ranked offense in
the country and you can't stop all aspects of that offense all game. If we
focused on pass defense, they w ent to

Pellegrini each recorded II tackles.
JCU (3-1, 2-1) trave ls to
Marietta on Saturday to take on the
Pioneers in the Blue Streaks' only
night game of the season. JCU has not
lost back-to-back game since the final
game of the 1989 season and the first
game of the 1990 season (both losses
to Dayton).

Pflo10 b1 N1 ck lA~r

Glen Dragoiu (23) follows a block by center Jim Ross (60) in
Saturday's loss to Mount Union.

They said it
"The best football
game I've ever
seen."
•

Dan Coughlin, Fox 8
sports anchor and
newspaper columnist
who has covered
sports for nearly 40
years

"I was convinced
that not only was
God a Jesuit but was
probably on the JCU
Board of Trustees."
•

Mount Unionfan

"I've never seen so
many people here
[at Wasmer Reid)."

•

Bob Dolgan, Plain
Dealer reporter and
Jolm Carroll alum
who has covered

sportsfor 30 years

"You had just about
every kind of play
you could imagine.
As a true football

,

....... . .1111111111

ask for a better
game."
•

Mark Boleky, WJCUFM play-by-play
announcer

The Game of the Millennium
by the numbers

Larry Holmes
Junior, Football

3

37
8
108

23
46

"Hail Mary" catches larry Holmes has in his career (though one was
called back for holding last season).

Years since a team has scored over SO points in a game against Mount

Age of JCU freshman quarterback Tom Arth when JCU last beat

Caught six passes
for 165 yards and three
touchdowns in a 57-51 ~ ·
tnp le overtime loss to
Mount Union. Touchdowns included a 56-yard ! ;
"Hail Mary" on the last
play of the first half, a 4yard score that forced
overtime and a 21-yarder
in the. second overtime.

Mount Union (November 4, 1989).

Combined points scored by both teams on Saturday (a Wasmer Field
record).

Yardage of field goal missed by Mount kicker Rodney Chenos with

Consecutive games won by Mount Union (NCAA record is 47, held by
Oklahoma).
- Compiled by Mark Boleky

Sophomore, Soccer
After m1ssmg the
first four games due to an
injury, he recorded his
first two collegiate goals
in the last two games. He
scored the lone goal in a
1-0 shutout at Mount
Union on Saturday after
picking up his first goal
in a 3-3 tie at Lake Erie.

.:

' :
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Go Hargrove
Congratulations to the Cleveland Indtans for eammg a fifth-consecubvc benh to the MaJor League
playoff The Ia t lime a Cleve) andbased franchise
advanced to the
postsea on five
year· 1n a row
was the 1 9 501955 Cleveland
Browns, who
won stx consecultve American and Eastern
Conference
Titles
Factor that wnh the fact that
the Indians have not won a World Senes smce 1948, and it's np wonder
that Tribe fans are so excited about
the lndtans rediscovering postseason
play.
I just have one question forthc
legions of Tribe fans Dtd so many
years at the bonom of the dtvistOn
standmgs make you complacent towards not wmning the World Series
in the last five year ?
Look at the offensive numbers
for the Tnbe over the last five years,
and it's no wonder Cleveland wins
1ts division by a double-digit average.
This year was no different.
The Indians clinched the Amen can
League Central on Sept. 8, nearly a
month before playoffs started.
The fndtans went 97-65 this
season, their best mark since gomg
99-62 in 1996. But, in 1996, the Indians were defeated m four games
by the Baltimore Orioles in the Divisional Series.
ObviOusly, you tend to rest
have clinched

Women continue hot streak
Gregory Murphy
Staff Reporter
The John Carroll women's soccer team has put together qmte a season so far, and the mood surroundmg
the team could not be better. Both
team and indtvidual records have
fallen, and there are sull live regular
season games to go.
The biggest record for the team
has been their unprecedented ninegame unbeaten streak. It has been
more than a month since the Blue
Streaks' last loss. And that was a 2-0
deciSIOn at Ohio Wesleyan, the thirdranked team tn the country.
Head Coach Tracy Blasius has
been extremely pleased with the way
her team has responded since the loss
"Anytime you can come back
after a tough loss, it's great," Blasius
sa1d. "We have just been going out
and proving that we arc the better
team. It feels good at the end of the
game when you can look up and sec
that you have won. We have been able
to do that for a while."
John Carroll's efforts on the
field have also shown at the polls. In
the most recent Great Lakes Regional
poll , the team was ranked 5"'. That is
the highest ranking the women's soccer program has ever received .
Last week, John Carroll was
productive, turning in a 2-0-l record.
A large part of their success had to do
with their ability to execute comer
kicks.
The Blue Streaks seven game
winning streak came to an end last
Wednesday at Capita l, the defending
Ohio Athletic Conference Champions.
The good news is that the team did not
lose. The Blue Streaks escaped with a
1-1 tie on a cold, rainy day in Bexley,
th

postseason goals.
The Indians enter this
postseason m the rmdst of a threegame lo>ing skid to the Toronto Blue
Jays
Let's examine some of the
1999 season stats. Six players hit
over .300; seven players with 20 or
more home runs; five players w1th
25 double ; five players with I 00
RBl. five players with I00 run . The
Tnbe spons two legitimate MVP
candidates in Manny Ramrrc7 (.333,
44 flR, 165 RBI, 131 runs, 34
doubles) and Roberto Alomar (.323,
24 llR. 120 RBI, 138 runs. 40
doubles). t\s a team. the lndiuns became the hr~t kam sJnce the 1'l50
Boston Red Sox to score 1,000 mns.
Compliment that explosJve offensive
rncpnwcr wtth arguably the best
m1ddlc infield c cr. and Jt JS easy to
we how Clcvdand coasted mto the
postseason
Rut Clcvdantl fans bcv. arc.
Boston ts no pushover You '11 have
to face baseball\ top starter 111 Pedro
Martinez (23·4) at least once.
Hargrove looks to counter with
Banolo Colon, but he's a lifettrnc OJ agamst Boston and 0·2 against
\1artiiiCZ
·1 he most tmportant ga rnc of
the SL·a,on is the second game, and
Hargrove had yet to chr•osc h1s Game
two starter before thrs paper w.:nt tn
pnnt Hargrove sh01ild have the lrncup set by now. And now we finally
get to the mam pomt.
How long will 11 take for
Clev ·land to tire of "JUSt getting
there." Wtth the cxpencnce the Indians have, you'd think they'd be out
for blood. Maybe Hargrove can't
rally the troops like they need to be.
So here tl is for all of you Indian fans, I am going to lay 1t on the
line. No World Series, no more
Hargrove. If Hargrove can't get 11
done this year, he never wilL
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" We didn't play that well
against Capital," Blasius said. "But
the field was wet, and footing was
treacherous all day. I'm happy we
came out of that game with a tie, but
look forward to meeting them again
down the road [in the OAC playoffs]. "
Freshman Kim Felosky scored
the Blue Streaks' lone goal off a corner kick from sophomore Jill

Comerford. Blast us described the goal
as a " perfect one-timer. "
"Jill JUSt sent the ball across the
box," Blastus said. "Kim was nght
there to pLit the ball away. For the
moment, we were up 1-0."
However, the Blue Streaks
could not hold the lead as Capital
added a second half goal of their own
to earn the tie. Junior goalkeeper
Samantha Sommer was tough m goal
as she made ten saves.
On Saturday afternoon, the
Blue Streaks set a school record in
their 2-0 win over visiting Mount
Union. The tandem of Felosky and
Comerford each provided a goal for
JCU.
Once agam, Felosky netted the
game winner off a comer kick from
Comerford. Sommer was solid in
goal, making four saves in posting her
sixth shutout of the season.
The two goa Is allowed JCU to
set a school record for goals in a season with 38. The previous mark was
36, set by the 1997 squad. Blasius informed her team of the record after the
game.
"The team was excited about
the record," Blasius said. "But they
know they have a lot more to prove
this season. But it's always nice when
you can put the ball in the back of the
net as we have been able to do. That's
how you win games."
Comerford's goal was also significant It was her 12"' goal of the
season, tying her with Shannon
Sullivan for the most goals in a season by a single player. Sullivan accomplished her feat in 1996. Despite
the goal, Comerford said being in the
record books was not important to her.
"I'm 'ust glad the team is do~a

"

, ona

oals

don 't mean that much to me . The team
set goals at the beginning of the season and those are more important to
me. We want to win the OAC Championship and earn an NCAA Playoff
Berth. !just want to help the team win
games. If that means scoring goals,
then great"
Blasius has been extremely
pleased with the play of Comerford.
Currently, she leads the OAC in goals

Freshman midfielder Maggie Johnson keeps pace with her
opponent in a recent game on the Varsity Field.
scored and points per game.
"She has had a great season offensively," Blasius said. "She has definitely been getting the job done for us
and l expect bigger things from her as
the season progresses."
The win over Mount Union was
also special to Blasius. It was her
twenty-sixth career coaching victory
at John Carroll, making her the all-time
winningest coach in the team's II year
history. She is currently in her third
season as head coach.
On
da aftem n, he Blue
Streaks faced a talented Otterbein team
on the Varsity Field.
After a scoreless first half, JCU
relied on the comer kick to propel them
toa2-l victory.
With just under 30 minutes in
the game, Comerford sent a comer
kick across the box that Felosky
headed into the net Minutes later,
Comerford nened her 13"' goal of the
season to overtake Sullivan in the

record books.
Comerford took a shot from the
left sideline that curved its way toward
the goaL After hining the far post, the
ball trickled past the goalkeeper for
Comerford's record sening goal.
With the win over Otterbein,
John Carroll has tied the school record
for wins in a season with ten. The 1992
squad previously held the record.
Currently, JCU is I 0-2-l, and 3-0-l in
the OAC.
Up next for the Blue Streaks is
a tri to Ohio orthem ('l- , 3-0) on
Saturday. Blasius said the Polar Bears
are the best team remaining on the
schedule and the team should be able
to get up for this big game.
John Carroll will also have a
revenge factor in the back of their
minds.
Ohio Northern defeated the
Blue Streaks twice last season, 3-2 in
the regular season, and 3-0 in the OAC
semifinals.

SPORTS
Streaks fall just short against Mount They said it
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Bob McCarthy
Sports Ed1tor
The John Carroll University
football team came within one play
ofupscnmg top-ranked Mount Union
College on Saturday before a record
crowd at Wasmer Field. On fourth
and ten on the Mount Union 25-yard
line, freshman quarterback Tom Arth
was unable to connect withjumorsplit
end Larry Holmes, and the Purple
Raiders escaped with a thnlling 5751 tnple overtime victory.
"It was a tough, hard fought
game," head coach Regis Scafe said.
"Whenever a game goes into three
overtimes it really is anyone's
ballgame and unfortunately someone
has to lose."
Each of the record 6,450 fans
was on its feet, watching to see if Arth
and Holmes could hook up for one
more touchdown. The two had already provided three dramatic scoring plays, including a 56-yard "HailMary" on the final play of the first
hal f, a 4-yard score with under one
minute to play in regulation and a 21yard strike in the second overtime.
"We were looking for areccivcr to step up," Seafe said. "Larry
[liolmes] did a great job, and he just
kept coming up with big plays when
we needed them."
After initially rolling to h1s
right on the final play, Anh retreated
nearly 20 yards and crossed back to
the left sideline. The freshman fired
on the run, looking for Holmes in the
comer of the endzone, but Arth was
unable to find his man .
"I was just hoping that Tom
wouldn't get sacked," Holmes said of
the final play. "He threw it and the
cornerback had coverage on me. I
gave him just a littl e shove to free
If
comtng over.
on it and that was it."
For the day, Arth completed
21-36 passes for a whopping 3&2
yards and four touchdowi)S.
The Blue Streaks nearly
snapped Mount Union's consecutive
win streak at 46, one shy of the N ationa! Collegiate Athletic Association
record of 47 held by the University

Dan Emstberger

Junior Brian Sevchek practices his offensive stroke.
game last week, returned Saturday to
post the shutout against Mount Union.
Habrecht also shutout Wooster
in the only other game in which he
played. Habrecht started all 17 games

in 1998 as the team's goalkeeper.
Freshman goalkeeper Jim Brahm has
also recorded two shutouts this season
while replacing the injured Habrecht.
"We have two great goalkeep-

ers in net for us," senior midfielder
Davtd LaRusse said. "Knowing that
either of them could tum in a great
game at anytime by ho lding the opposmg team scoreless makes it a lot
easter for our d~fensc to do their job."
JCU has looked to the
goalkeeping as motivation for the rest
of the team. The impressive play has
proven to be contagious.
"We've played well the last few
games," senior midfielder Jcb Schmitt
said. "And hopefully we can keep it
going and pick up some more WillS
against OAC opponents."
The Blue Streaks, who now
own a 4-3-1 overall record, have a 4910-5 mark under current head coach
Ali Kazemaini in OAC regular season
aclion. Currently, JCU JS tied for first
place m the OAC with a 1-0-0 record.
Yesterday, the Blue Streaks
faced the number one team in the Great
Lakes Region and the number e1ght
team in Division Ill, Otterbein College
on the road. Otterbein (9-1 overall, 10 OAC) has already beaten 1998
NCAA Division llf national champion
Ohio Wesleyan by a 3-0 score earlier
this season.
On Saturday, John Carroll will
host Ohio Northern {5-6 overall, 1-1
OAC). This will be the Blue Streak's
home opener in conference play and
only their second home game overalL

Photo br lthd:
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Glen Dragoiu (23) follows a block by center Jim Ross (60) in
Saturday's loss to Mount Union.
of Oklahoma (1953-1957).
Offense was the big story. The
Ohio Athletic Conference opponents
rolled up 1120 yards and scored I08
points, a Wasmer Field record. The
Carroll offensive output marked the
first time the Purple Raiders surrendered 50 or more points since being
shut-out by Akron 53-0, in 1962.
"The offense just turned in a tremendous performance against one of
the top defenses," Scafe said. 'The
offense kept us in the game by making plays and responding every time
Mount made a move."
The JCU offense responded
every time the three-time defending
bam i
m dcamove b

Union 4-yard line, the Blue Streaks
controlled their future and seemed
destined for victory. A costly false
start penalty pushed JCU back. After
failing to convert on the subsequent
third and six, Vitatoe came on and sent
the game into a second overtime.
The Blue Streaks wasted little
time in the second overtime. Following a running play that gained four
yards, Arth found Holmes in the
endzone to give JCU a 51-44 advantage. Holmes caught six passes for
165 yards and three touchdowns.
Mount Union calmly took the
field for its double overtime posses-

lead changes. In the first overtime,
JCU kicker David Vitatoe booted a 25yard field goal to tie the score at 44
following a 43-yard Mount Union field
goal. However, just before Vitatoe 's
kick it appeared as though the Blue
Streaks were going to make history by
ending the game in the first overtime.
On third and one on the Mount

Moore plunged in from two yards out
to record his third touchdown and
force the third and deciding overtime.
"We knew that they were going to emphasize the run," Scafe said.
"They are the top ranked offense in
the country and you can't stop all aspects of that offense all game. lfw.e
focused on pass defense, they went to

the run. When we focused on the~r
running game, they would counter
with their passing game."
Moore finished the day with
149 yards on 26 cames and three
touchdowns, including a 66-yard draw
for a fourth quarter touchdown wh1ch
put the Purple Raiders ahead 41-34.
With time winding down m
regulation, Arth hit Holmes from four
yards out to knot the score at 41
"Thmgs were workmg for us,"
Holmes said. "I am hopeful that I will
continue to get looks like that the rest
of the sea on."
Because Arth and Holmes
scored so quickly, Mount Union actually got the ball back before regulation expired. The Purple Raiders
qLtickly drove down the field and set
up a potential game-winning field goal
for Rodney Chenos from 23-yards. A
timely substitution may have made the
difference for the Blue Streaks.
"We u c Larry [Holmes] as a
Jtuation kick-blocker because of hts
height and leaping ability," Scafe said.
"He timed his leap well, and jLI t his
presence threw Mount's timing off."
The Mount Union timing was
off, and the k1ck clanged off of the
upright, much to the delight of the
Wasmer fans.
The defense provided some dramatics as welL Senior Tom Rini
scored his second touchdown of the
season, returning an interception 54·
yards for a first half touchdown.
Rini returned a fumble 30-yards for a
score on the first defensive play of the
season at Catholic on Sept. 4.
Senior linebacker Brian
Zielaskiewicz led a group of five Blue
Streak defenders that each recorded
double-digit tackles . Ziela kiewicz
racked up 15 tackles, followed by Rm1
Pellegrini each recorded 1I tackles.
JCU (3-1, 2-1) travels to
Marietta on Saturday to take on the
Pioneers in the Blue Streaks' only
night game of the season. JCU has not
lost back·to-back game since the final
game of the 1989 season and the first
game of the 1990 season (both losses
to Dayton).

"The best football
game I've ever

seen."

•

Dan Coughlin. Fox 8
sports anchor and
newspaper columnist
who has covered
sports for nearly 40
years

"I was convinced
that not only was
God a Jesuit but was
probably on the JCU
· Board of Trustees."
•

Mount Unirmfan

"I've never seen so
many people here
[at Wasmer Field)."

•

Bob Dolgan, Plain
Dealer reporter and
Jolm Carroll alum
who has covered
sport 'for 30 years

You had just about
every kind of play
11

you could imagine.

............

As a true footbaU

,

ask for a better
game."
•

Mark Boleky, WJCUFM play-by-play
announcer

The Game of the Millennium

Men's soccer topples Mount in OAC opener
Staff Reporter
Severe weather condttions were
the only force ·trong enough to stop
the John Carroll Univcrstty men's soccer team thts past week.
Last Wednesday, lightning and
other severe weather cundtttons forced
the canccllatJon of a non-conference
match-up between the Blue Streaks
and Th<Hnas More. Thts meant only
one game of actwn for JCU lasr week.
J'hc lllue Streaks opened Oh10
AthlctJc Conference play on October
2. sho kmg Mount Ln1on, mAIItancc.
Mount Ulllon had been the league
regular season champton and an OAC
tournament team m !998. JCU ·hutout the retummg regular sea on champton Purple Raiders with a 1-0 wm.
The vrctory kept John Carroll's
shutout trend rn tact. Three of the four
Blue Streak Victories thus far 1t1 1999
have been accomplished by hold1ng
therr opponent scoreless.
In the three shutouts, JCU ha
outscored its opponents by a combmed
score of 5·0. The one win that didn't
come from a hutout was a 3-1 victory over Penn State Univer ityBehrend. In game where the opponent has scored, the Blue Streaks arc
0-3-1.
Senior goalkeeper Paul
Habrecht, who missed the Lake Erie

7

by the numbers

3

"Hail Mary" catches Larry Holmes has in his career (though one was
called back for holding last season).

37

Years since a team has scored over SO points in a game against Mount

Age of JCU freshman quarterback Tom Arth when JCU last beat

8

Mount Union (November 4, 1989).

108

23

Combined points scored by both teams on Saturday (a Wasmer Field
record).

Yardage of field goal missed by Mount kicker Rodney Chenos with

46

Consecutive games won by Mount Union (NCAA record Is 47, held by
Oklahoma).
- Compiled by Mark Boleky

/

rry
Junior, FootbaJI
Caught stx passes
for 165 yards and three
touchdowns in a 57-51
triple ovcrttme loss to
Mount Union. Touchdowns included a 56-yard
"Hail Mary" on the last
play of the first half, a 4yard score that forced
overtime and a 21-yarder
tn the second overtime.

\

Franco Berile
Sophomore, Soccer
After missing the
first four games due to an
injury, be recorded his
first two collegiate goals
in the last two games. He
scored the lone goal in a
l-0 shutout at Mount
Union on Saturday after
picking up his first goal
in a 3-3 tie at Lake Erie.

:;

SPORTS
fall to five hundred
SPORTS FLASHES Spikers
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OAC PLAYER OF THE WEEK- Scmor free safety Tom Rini was named OhiOAthlettc Conference Defensive Player of the Week
followmg his performance tn JCU's 57-51
tnple-overtime loss to Mount Umon Sarurday.
Rmt returned an interception 54 yards for a
touchdown m the second quarter and was ne
of five Blue Streaks to reach double fi urcs m
tackles Rini made I 2 tackles an4
c!
conversion.

FOOTBALL GRABS
ORS- Jumor Larry Holmes
named Cl ·veland Touchdown Club Local College Player of
the Week, following hts three-touchdown
formance against Mount Unton Ho]wd ad a
career day, hauling m six cai.Chcs for I 65 yards
to go with hts three dram ti touchdowns.
SMOKIN'- Sophomore Jill Comerford
recorded her 13'' goal of the season m a 2-1

vtctory over Oucrbcm on Tuesday, moving mto
first place for
goals in a single season.
Comerford ad~ the OAC m both goals per
game ( .09) nd pomts per game (2.64 ).

OLLEYB_ALL LEADERS- Freshman eth Grzybowski leads the OAC wtth
4.22 dtgs
arne. She also ranks fifth in ktlls
per g
3.4&) ... Junior Autumn Budrys is
cu
y ranked second in the OAC with 1.08
cks per am~
HJTllNG THE LINKS- The John
Ca.rrol University men's golf team fimshcd in
a fifth-place tic out of 12 teams at the Mount
Umon Invitational over the weekend. The Blue
Streaks were tied for thirdm a third after the
opening day at Tannenhauf. The competttion
moved to Alliance Country Club for the second day, but JCU faltered and finished fifth.
Senior Mike Considine recorded the top individual finish, firing a 156, good for sixth place.

OAC foes too much for XC
Women get look at conference course
Julie McHugh
Staft Reporter
Although the women's cross-country team
placed last at the Ohto. orthern L'mvcrstty In·
~ uattonallast '>aturday, head coach Kathy Lanese
was pkascd to sec a number of mdtvtdual Improvements
Sophomore Molly Byrnes was the first
Blue Streak to eroS> the fintsh line, just one week
after slltmg out ot the Wooster Invitational.
Classmate Sustc aucr showed marked improvement m her ttme from the week before. And
freshman Vickt Krol ran her best race of the seao;on

JCU's 59 potnts put the team thtrd
p;.._ _.....,ittltmli''lt
• I r
ut the three-team meet. O!lcrbem won wllh 37
pomts. and host Ohto Northern was nmncr-up
wtth 31 Two teams on:;ma ll y scheduled to compete dtd not show up for the race.
"We ran a good race," Byrnes satd. "But
I know that our top nmnmg pack can move up
together as a team "
Byrnes led that pack with her fourth-place
fintsh Thts was the second time this seaso n that
Byrne has placed firs) among John Carroll runners.
Freshmen Vicki Nussbaum and Vicki Krol
were sixth and 14th, and Sauer and fellow ophomore Julia Augustine rounded out the top five,
placing 16th and 19th. No time were available
from the meet.
Missing from the line-up due to illne s
were senior Debbie Pagano, a consistent top-

Rona Proudfoot
Sports Edttor
On a positive note, the John Carroll Umverstty volleyball team seems to play at its best
under pressure.
Unfortunately for the Blue Streaks, who
now own a record of 11-11 overall and 0-2 in
the Ohio Athletic Conference, the hole they dig
to get themselves into that pressure situation is
often too deep to get out of.
Take, for instance, the past week.
JCU staged a valiant comeback effort
againt Mount Union Tuesday night, scoring five
unanswered points. Unfortunately, thts effort
only came when John Carroll was down two
games to none and the Purple Ratders were
wi thin two points ofwmning the match.
Similarly, last Wednesday JCU forced
Capital to try three times for the match point.
But this happened only after John Carroll practically handed the match to Capital, a team they
had beaten in a five-game match less than a week
earlier.
"When we have the lead, we have a tendency to let 1t slip because we back off a little
and loose our intensity," sophomore Maureen
Bachtel satd. "But tt's when we're down that
we really start fighting. It's too bad that that's

three performer for JCL. andjumor \!lolly Lynch,
who also has significant varsity time under her
belt. Sophomore Dana Anderson ran the meet
but finished lower than expected due to illness.
John Carroll had ongmally planned to
spend the wcck~nd in Rochester, NY, competmg at the I emoyne lnv!lat10nal
Lanese scrapped those plans when it was
announced that this year's OAC Championship
meet had been moved from Muskmgum to Ohto
Northern Untvcrsity. The Great Lakes Regional
meet was already scheduled to be held at ONU.
Last weekend's meet was designed to give team
members an opportuntty to familiarize themelves with the course in preparation for both.
"It w
owortunit to
famlli.alc
wllh the course for the upcomm,g races he ld

here," Byrnes said.
"We ran our best and under the best
weather and course conditions," Krol said. "This
was a faster course and was pretty easy to run so
we should have success here in the furure."
This Friday JCU will run at the All-Ohio
Intercollegiate Meet, which will take place at
Ohio Wesleyan University in Delaware, Ohio.
This meet will give them a chance to compete
against Division I, and II schools, as well as see
how they measure up against the other schools
in the OAC.
Last year the Blue Streaks were 31 of 39
overall, but an impressive third among OAC
schools. JCU would go on to place third in the
conference championships at the end of the season.

usually too late. In every match there's a lot more
hustle up to the last second when we're down."
John Carroll wound up droppmg both of
those matches, loosing to Capital, 15-l 0,15-4,
15-11, and Mount Un10n, 4-15, 11-15,6-15, to
chalk up the team's first two losses to Ohio Athletic Conference teams.
This statisttc should be panicularly frightening to head coach Gretchen Wettbrecht. Last
year, the Blue Streaks got off to a nightmarish 06 start in league play dunng the month of October.
This year, the John Carroll hasn't even
won a game in the last nine they've played, dating back to the Ohto Wesleyan Invitational two
weeks ago. JCU had jumped out to a 2-1 advantage over Washington & Jefferson, before dropping the last three of the match to take the loss.
Nonetheless, Weitbrecht remains con fident that the team can shake the stroke of bad
luck before it becomes a losing streak.
"For whatever reason, we were just completely off our game," said Weitbrecht of the loss
to Capital last week. "I know we are capable of
much better play than we showed. Our tournament play record was encouraging, so I am hoping we can chalk that one up to a bad ntght."
The Mount union match wound up being
an equally bad mght In addttmn to the loss, Junior Autumn Budrys went down wtth an ankle
injury. Budrys had entered the week second in
the conference m blocks per game
Besides Budrys. freshman Beth
Grzybowski has b~cn lcadm,g both the team and
the conference. Grzybowski entered the week
averagmg 4 22 dtgs per game and 3.48 kills per
game.
Semor Katie Farrell, freshman Gretchen
Hess and Bachtel also found themselves among
the OAC leaders.
Meanwhile, Wcitbrecht is approaching a
milestone of her own. She currently has 394 wins
over 18 years as a collcg,tate volleyball coach.
She needs only 6 more to reach the 400-victory
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The Intricacies of
Elephant Poop
There is uproar in New York City over a controversial show at the Brooklyn Museum of Art. Appropriately deemed "Sensation," the exhibit includes sliced animal carcasses, a decomposed cow's head and the main
source of controversy, a painting of theVrrgin Mary surrounded by makeshift angels cut out of pictures of genitalia and one lump of elephant dung on her breast. The exhibit, which was originally intended to increase the number of visitors to the museum, has prompted Mayor Rudolph
Giuliani to threaten the removal of public funding for the
museum. This threat in turn has provoked a national debate on public funding for the arts and freedom of speech.
So here's the big editorial moment. A huge opportunity to rant and rave about freedom of speech and expression. This is what writers dream about The chance to
write something so profound about a heated topic and leave
people with their jaws dropped. Sadly, leaving people with
their jaws dropped is much harder than it would first appear and so long as there is not a lump of elephant dung
nearby, it is going to take a lot more than one little editorial.
There is not a clear-cut answer on the Brooklyn
Museum of Art debate. At the core, is the question of what
we are to define as art? Can a painting using elephant
dung be labeled art or do we simply pass it off as an offen~~--nn~e of trash?
In some African cultures, dung is a
common material used in art and in the case of the conten-

1'.2>60~ ~&. [;!j\?
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by Jake Mri<Vid<a

Hits

HIT: Triple Overtime, ESPN coverage, records broken left
and right ... rniss: •• and we lost, but did we mention ESPN coverage??!! Gentlemen you done us proud! HIT: The Irish dance-off at
the Homecoming Dance. rniss: The public lovefest on the
dancefloor ... Where are the sex police when you really need them?
miss: Abercrombie Homecoming shirts ..as if we don't deal with
enough A&F as it is. HIT: Homecoming eats. rniss: Waiting for
an hour and a half while every other table has their food. miss:
$65 down the drain and you still had to pay extra for the booze.
miss: Hamlin's basement flooding. HIT(?): One more absence/
late paper excuse to add to the list.

Sta Commentar

THE CARROLL NEWS
Clare R. Taft
Editor-in-Chief

plat~au.

Sophomore Maureen Bachtel
prepares to set in a recent match.
Bachtel is fourth on JCU's all-time
career assist list.

The Blue Streaks will have an opportunity to gather their composure when the travel to
Case Western Reserve University today for a nonconference game.
"Hopefully, the Case game it will just
bu ild us up ," Bachtel said. "We want to take
them in three games and hopefully work out all
the problems we had with Capital and Mount and
get ready for our game on Sarurday."
On Sarurday John Carroll wi ll head to
Ada, Ohio, to face one of the toughest teams in
the OAC, nationally-ranked Ohio Northern University.
"I don't pay attention to which teams are
supposed to be tough and which teams aren 't,"
Bachtel said. "]think we all go in and concentrate on our team and try to play our own game.
lf we do that, we can beat any team."

Individuals excel for men
Rona Proudfoot

Freshman Brad Hull tries to p1ck up ground on an uphill
portion of the course at a meet earlier this year.

0 P/E D
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Sports Editor
The John Carroll U nivers ity
men's cross country team had its trio
of rookie leaders back in rare form Ia t
weekend, but that effort wasn't enough
to avmd a last place finish at the Mount
Union Invitational.
Just one week earlier, freshman
Eric Heintz had been forced to sit out
at Wooster with an injury, and classmate Brad Hull had fallen at the onemtle mark of the race, cosung him
valuable places. Freshman Matthew
Hits had led the team effort at Wooster.
This week the Hull-IIi ls-I !cintz
tnplet more closely resembled its
early-season line-up.
lndi' tdual improvements
among the top runners didn't translate
mto team success. however, as John
arroll's I05 pomts couldn't earn better than a fifth-place finish in the fiveteam field The Purple Ratdcn; won
their own invitational wtth 43 pomts
Hull returned to the front of the
JCU pack with a fourth-place fim h in
28 mmutes, 2 seconds Hull was the
·ccond runner from the Ohio Athlellc

Co nference to finish . Only Mount
Union's Mark Prejsnar claimed a spot
ahead of Hull, finishing four seconds
ahead in 27:58.
Hils and Heintz were close behind with finishes of I Oth and 20th,
re pectively.
Looking beyond the top three
may hold the key to problems for JCU.
"Our first three guys scored 40
pomts, and our next two scored 70,"
head coach Dick Mann said. "That
tells the story. I've got the three freshmen up front, but nobody's picked up
the challenge to go with them right
now.~·

Sophomores Matt Mullan and
Paul Bugner filled the fourth and fifth
slots with finishes of 29th and 32nd.
"Mullan IS starting to come
along, but there's just too much dtstance between our tlmd and our fourth
and our fifth right now," Mann satd.
"We've got to close 1t up, and without
lscntor ick] Sellers and [senior
Brian] English that's going to he difficult."
Depth was of a pantcular concern for Mann last weekend. Of

twelve men on the team, only six
went to th e meet and only five of
those finished the race.
"I try to just do my thing,"
Hull said. "l'm used to JUSt focusing
on myself, so if everyone's back and
running that's great, and 1t helps us
out as a team, but it doesn't really
affect how I do personally."
"1 felt a lot better thts week
than last week, that goes without saying," Hull continued. "! got more
sleep this week, I felt more rested for
the race. and I was a lot more mentally prepared."
The Blue Streaks will find
themselves up against what may be
their toughest competition of the year
this weekend when they travel to
Ohio Wesleyan Untvcrsny to run
against the likes of Ohio State,
Youngstown State, and Oh10 Umvcrsity for the All-Ohio meet
'There will be a lot more cornpetition than we're used to." Hull
satd "Every team from Ohto is 111vitcd and pretty much all of them
come, so we'll be running agamst
Division I and DivisiOn II runners."

Therefore, does this make it any easier for the public to
accept his painting as art? Each of us will obviously have
our own opinion on the issue, but in this case the issue
isn't about simply debating the legitimacy of one man's
artwork. It's about who makes the final decision as to
whether or not that artwork's exhibition has the right to be
publicly funded and for that matter, does anything related
to the arts deserve to be funded?
The cool, liberal answer is that indeed the arts deserve our funding and Mayor Giuliani needs to step down
off his oppressive, high horse and accept that which he
may not understand. Unfortunately, the cool answer just
does not seem to be the right answer in this case.
Yes, the arts should receive public funds. Just as
people learn from Science and History, there is something
extremely valuable to be learned from the arts. Somewhere
there is a person who has been inspired by a trip to the
theater or the art museum or a concert. Someone has been
moved and provoked to think due to a piece of art. Someone has been helped by the arts. It is not simply entertaining. It is enlightening and touching and it has something
to offer society. However, sometimes that worth can only
be found in the most offensive of places. Sometimes the
only way to enlighten is to frrst catch someone's attention
and provoke them to think. There is nothing wrong with
shocking someone so long as you can also help justify and
explain your intentions in shocking them. Yet, when those
people involved in the arts begin to try to shock simply to
shock, then they jeopardize their positions as artists and
begin to detract from what art has to offer. In the case of a
Virgin Mary with an elephant dung breast, well, no one,
but the artist can say for certain what his intentions were in
creating it. It may very well be a beautiful piece of visual
brilliance, which shocks in order to reach people. However, with the label "Sensation" accompanied by the confession that the controversy was intended to lure visitors,
the Brooklyn Museum of An leaves a lot of room for criticism. Perhaps it is time for them to question their intention of creating an audience by creating a controversy and
focus on how to draw visitors solely due to the merits of
the artwork rather than its shock value.

For some reason, I chose th is week to vo lunteer for the
staff commentary. I thought I had a good idea. When I attempted
to translate that good idea onto paper, it was about as interesting as the
PBS documentary I once saw on the
sexuality of sea gulls.
So in homage to Nick
Kovach,
our former OptEd editor
' '
'
who has moved on down the road to
Ohio University, I bring the aimless
ranting and ramb ling so familiar to
all of us CN veterans. God knows
Carrie Mack
my work will never compare to Mr.
Campus News Editor
Kovach' s insighrful diatribes discussing how he prefers water to soda.
NK, this one's for you.
I hate it when girls hav e enough make-up on at 8 a.m. to
accommodate a small village in Laos. Ladies, who are you kidding? We know you do not roll out of bed like that. Rather, you
probably roll out of bed at 6:30 to attempt the natural look. If the
" natural" look make-up can be seen from across your averagesized classroom, here's a clue-it's not natural.
Men, if you feel it's warm enough to wear shons, that
mean s it is not necessary to wear wool socks with Birkenstocks.
Nor is it necessary to wear a jacket. If you have to do that, here's
a clue-it's not warm enough to wear shorts.
I think it sucks when people wear a concert T-shirt the mo rning
after the concert. There's nothing more annoying than seeing 6,000
BNL shirts bopping around all over campus only 12 hours after
the band has left the stage. I also bate seeing old tie-dyes th at say
things like Grateful Dead, 1986, Blossom Music Center" or something. If aT-shirt existed before you hit puberty, don't wear it.
Also, all you parking space stalkers out there, STOP
NOW. I really hate it when people s lowly drive behind you as
you walk across the parking lot to your car. Rather than followtng
me CIA style, why don't you just roll down the window of your
cute little car and ask me if I'm leaving? You are all goi ng to give
me a serious case of paranoia if this continues.
Also, don't be the guy who think it's funny to offer a
strange girl a job in your office by asking her how short her skirts
are. And don't be the girl wno thinks it 's okay for someone to ask
you this.
Oh and if you think light beer makes a significant difference in your ca lorie intake, you are wrong there, too. Time to go
back to fifth grade health class and learn about the food groups
and nutrition and stuff.
Just thought you'd all like a little reminder of how some
things seem a lot better while you're doing them, and then sound
a lo t worse on paper.

..:...
'~ '
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OAC PLAYER OF THE WEEK- Semor free safety Tom Rini was named Ohio Athletic Conference Defensive Player of the Week
followmg his performance 1n JCU's 57-51
tnple-ovci1Jme loss to Mount Umon Saturday.
Rim returned an interceptiOn 54 yards for a
touchdown in the second quarter and was nc
of five Blue Streaks to reach double fl,l!(lres in
tackles. Rm1 made 12 tackles and
tf

victory over Otterbein on Tuesday, movmg mto
first place for
goals m a smglc season.
Comerford le
the OAC m both goals per
game ( .09) nd points per game (2.64).

OLLEYBji.LL LEADERS- Freshmall etll Grzybowski leads the OAC w1th
4.22 digs
arne She also ranks fifth m kills

conversion.
FOOTBALL GRABS O RE HON·
ORS- Jumor Larry HolmesWliS named Cleveland Touchdown Club Local College Player of
the Week, followmg h1s thrcc-toucbdown
formance against 'v1ount Un1on. Holme<; had a
career day, hauling 111 six ca hes fur I 65 yards
to go wnh hi. three dramati ouchdowns.
SMOKI N'- Sophomore Jill Comerford
recorded her 13" goal of the season m a 2-1

HITTI G THE Ll KS- The John
Cauol Umvers1ty men's golf team finished m
a fifth-place tie out of I 2 teams at the Mount
Un1on lnvl!atlonal over the weekend The Blue
Streaks were !Jed for th1rdin a th1rd after the
opcmng day at Tannenhauf. The competition
moved to Alliance Country Club for the second day, but JCU faltered and finished fifth.
Senior Mike Considine recorded the top individual finish, fi ring a !56, good for sixth place.

OAC foes too much for XC
Women get look at conference course

Rona Proudfoot
Sports Editor
On a posiuve note, the John Carroll University volleyball team seems to play at its best
under pressure.
Unfortunately for the Blue Streaks, who
now own a record of 11-11 overall and 0-2 in
the Ohio Athletic Conference, the hole they dig
to get themselves into that pressure situation is
often too deep to get out of
Take, for instance, the past week.
JCU staged a valian t come back e ffo rt
agamt Mount Union Tuesday night, scoring five
unanswered points. Unfortunately, this effort
only came when John Carroll was down two
games to none and the Purple Raiders were
within two points of winning the match.
Similar ly, last Wednesday JCU forced
Capital to try three times for the match point.
But this happened only after John Carroll practically handed the match to Capital, a team they
had beaten in a five-game match less than a week
ear her.
"When we have the lead. we have a tendency to let 11 slip because we back off a little
and loose our intensity," sophomore Maureen
Bachtel said. "But 1t' when we're down that
we really start fightmg. It's too bad that that's

Julie McHugh
Staff Reporter
All hough the women's cro>S-country team
placed last at the Oh1n \/orthcm l'nl\.ersity InVItational last Samrday. he, d coach Kathy I anesc
wa' plcas~d to sec a number of ind1v1dual Improvements.
Sopllomorc 'v1olly Byrnes wa, the first
Blue Streak to cross the finJsh lmc,Jtlst one week
after s11tmg out of the Wooster lnvuatJOnal
(lass mate Susie Sauer showed marked Improvement m her t1mc from the week before. And
freshman Vicki Krol ran her best race of the season

three performer for J Cl, and Jumor Molly Lynch,
who also has sigmficant varsity time under her
belt Sophomore Dana Anderson ran the meet
but finished lower than expected due to illness.
John Carroll had nrigmally planned to
pcnd the weekend in Rochester, NY, compctmg at the Lemoyne lnvitarional.
Lanese scrapped th ose plans when 11 was
announced that this year's OAC Championship
meet had been moved from M uskingum to Ohio
North em University. The Great Lakes Regional
meet was already scheduled to be held at ONU.
Last weekend's meet was designed to give team
members an opportumty to fam11lanzc them-

m
al the th1cc team mccl. Ouerbclfl won wuh 3 7
pomts. and host Oh1o 'orthcm was runner-up
w1th 31 Two teams on~inally scheduled to compete did not show up for the race.
"We ran a good race." Byrnes sa1d. "Bur
1 know that our top runn ing pack can move up
toget her a~ a team."
Byrnes led that pac k wi th her fourth-place
fim sh. Th1s was the second time th is season that
Byrnes has placed firs! among John Carroll runners
Freshmen Vicki Nussbaum and Vicki K.rol
were sixth and 14th, and Sauer and fellow sophomore Julia Augustine rounded out the top five,
placi ng 16th and 19th. No times were available
from the meet.
Mis ing from the line-up due to illness
were senior Debbie Pagano, a consistent top-

selves with the course in preparation for both. t~."'~~~·""
"lt w
opportunity to t familiar fi.
wHll the course tor !11~ upcorrung races held
here," Byrnes satd.
"We ran ou r best and under the bes t
weather and course cond1 tions," Krol said. "This
was a fas ter course and was pretty easy to run so
we shou ld have success here in th e future."
Tbis Friday JCU will run at the All-Ohio
Intercollegiate Meet, which will take place at
Ohio Wesleyan University in Delaware, Ohio.
This meet will give them a chance to compete
against Division I, and II schools, as well as see
how they measure up against the other schools
in the OAC.
Last year the Blue Streaks were 31 of 39
overall , but' an impressive third among OAC
Sophomore Maureen Bachtel
schools. JCU would go on to place third in the
prepares to set in a recent match.
conference championships at the end of the seaBachtel is fourth on JCU's all-time
son.

career assist list.

usually too late. In every match there 's a lot more
hustle up to the last second when we're down."
John Carroll wound up droppmg both of
those matches , loosing to Capital, 15-10, 15-4,
15-11 . and Mount Umon, 4-15, 11-15,6-15, to
chalk up the team's first two losses to Oh10 Athletic Con Ference teams.
This statistic should be particularly frightening to head coach Gretchen Weitbrecht. Last
year, the Bl ue Streaks got off to a nightmarish 06 start in league play d uri ng the month of October.
Thts year, the John Carroll hasn't even
won a game m the last nine they've played, dating back to the Ohio Wesleyan Invitational two
weeks ago. JCU had Jumped out to a 2- 1 advantage over Washington & Jefferson, before dropping the last three of the match to take the loss.
Nonetheless, Weitbrecht remai ns confide nt that the team can shake the stroke of bad
luck before it becomes a losing streak .
"For wha tever reason, we were just completely off our game," said Weitbrecht of the loss
to Capital last week. "!know we are capable of
much better play than we showed. Our tournament play record was encouraging, so I am hoping we can chalk that one up to a bad mght."
The Mount Union match wound up bemg
an equally bad mght. In addition to the loss,Juntor Autumn Budrys went down wtth an ankle
InJUry. Budrys had entered the week second 1n
the conference m blocks per game.
Besides Budrys. freshman Beth
Grzybowski has been leading both the team and
the conference. Grzybowski entered the week
averaging 4 22 digs per game and 3.48 k1lls per
game.
Semor Kat1e Farrell. freshman Gretchen
Hess and Bachtel also found themselves among
the OAC leaders.
Meanwhile, Wc1tbrccht is approaching a
milestone of her own. She currently has 394 wins
over 18 years as a collegiate volleyball coach.
She needs only 6 more to reach th e 400-victory

Freshman Brad Hull tries to pick up ground on an uphill
portion of the course at a meet earlier this year.

Sports Editor
The John Carroll Uni versity
men's cross country team had its trio
of rooki e leaders back in rare fo rm las t
weekend, but that effort wasn't e nough
to avoid a last place finish at the Mount
Union Invi tational.
Just one week eari JCr, freshm an
Eric He intz had been fo rced to si t out
at Wooster wi th an mj ury, an d classmate Brad Hull had fa ll en at the onemile mark of the race, costi n g !u rn
valuable places. Freshman Matthew
Hils had led the team effort at Wooster.
Th1s week the Hull-Hils-Heintz
triplet more c losely resembled 1ts
early- cason line-up.
Individual improvements
among the top nmners didn't translate
into team success, however, as John
Carroll's l 05 pmnts couldn't earn better than a fifth-place finish in the fiveteam field. The Purple Ra1dcrs won
their own invllational with 43 points.
Hull returned to the front of the
JCU pack wnh a fo urth-place fimsh 111
28 mmutcs, 2 seconds. Hul l was the
second runner from the Oh •o Athletic
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The Intricacies of
Elephant Poop
There is uproar in New York City over a controversial show at the Brooklyn Museum of Art. Appropriately deemed "Sensation," the exhibit includes sliced animal carcasses, a decomposed cow's head and the main
source of controversy. a painting of the Virgin Mary surrounded by makeshift angels cut out of pictures of genitalia and one lump of elephant dung on her breast. The exhibit, which was originally intended to increase the number of visitors to the museum, has prompted Mayor Rudolph
Giuliani to threaten the removal of public funding for the
museum. This threat in tum has provoked a national debate on public funding for the arts and freedom of speech.
So here's the big editorial moment. A huge opportunity to rant and rave about freedom of speech and expression. This is what writers dream about. The chance to
write something so profound about a heated topic and leave
people with their jaws dropped. Sadly, leaving people with
their jaws dropped is much harder than it would first appear and so long as there is not a lump of elephant dung
nearby, it is going to take a lot more than one little editorial.
There is not a clear-cut answer on the Brooklyn
Museum of Art debate. At the core, is the question of what
we are to define as art? Can a painting using elephant
dung be labeled art or do we simply pass it off as an offen.,u........,,._,e of trash? In some African cultures, dung is a
common material used in art and in the case of the con ten-
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by Jake Mri<vid<a

Hits

HIT: Triple Overtime, ESPN coverage, records broken left
and right ... miss: •. and we lost, but did we mention ESPN coverage??!! Gentlemen you done us proud! HIT: The Irish dance-off at
the Homecoming Dance. miss: The public lovefest on the
dancefloor ... Where are the sex police when you really need them?
miss: Abercrombie Homecoming shirts .. as if we don't deal with
enough A&F as it is. HIT: Homecoming eats. miss: Waiting for
an hour and a half while every other table has their food. miss:
$65 down the drain and you still had to pay extra for the booze.
miss: Hamlin's basement flooding. HIT(?): One more absence/
late paper excuse to add to the list.

Sta Com men tar

THE CARROLL NEWS
Clare R. Taft
Editor-in-Chief

plat~au.

The Blue Streaks will have an opportuni ty to gather their composure when the travel to
Case Western Reserve Univers ity tod ay for a nonconference game .
"Hopefully, the Case game it wi ll just
build us up ," Bachtel said. "We want to take
them in three gam es and hopefull y work out all
the problems we had with Capital and Mount and
get ready for our game on Saturday."
On Saturday John Carroll will head to
Ada, Ohio, to face one of the toughest teams in
the OAC, nationally-ranked Ohio Northern University.
"I don 't pay att.ention to which teams are
supposed to be tough and which teams aren 't,"
Bachtel said. "I think we all go in and concentrate on our team and try to play our own game.
1fwe do that, we can beat any team. "

Individuals excel for men
Rona Proudfoot

0 P/E D

9

Conference to finish. Only Mount
Union 's Mark Prejsnar claimed a spot
ahead of Hull , fini shing four seconds
ahead in 2 7:58.
Hi ls and Hein tz were close behind with fini s he of I Oth and 20 th,
respective ly.
Loo king beyond the top three
may hold the key to probl ems for JCU.
"Our first three guys sco red 40
points, and our next two scored 70,"
head coach Dick Mann said. "That
te lls the story. I've got the three freshmen up front, but nobody's p1cked up
the challenge to go wit h them right

now."
Sophomores Matt Mullan and
Paul Bugner filled the fourth and fifth
slots with finishes of 29th and 32nd.
"Mullan is starting to come
along, but there's JUSt too much distance between our third and our fourth
and our fifth nght now," Mann sa1d.
"We've got to close 1t up, and w1thout
[senior Nick] Sellers and [seniOr
Bnan] English that's gomg to be difficult."
Depth was of a particular concern fo r Mann last weekend. Of

twelve men on the team, only six
went to the me et and only five of
those fini shed the race.
" I try to just do my th ing,"
Hull said . "I'm used to just focusing
on myself, so if everyone's back and
run mng that's great, and it helps us
out as a team, but it doesn't reall y
affect how I do pe rsona lly."
"I fe lt a lot better th 1s week
than last week, that goes without saying," llu ll continued. "I got more
sleep this week, I felt more r~stcd for
the race, and 1 was a lot more mentally prepared ...
The Bl ue Streaks will find
themselves up agamst what may be
their toughest competition of the year
this weekend when they travel to
Ohio Wesleyan UniverSity to run
agamst the likes of Oh10 State,
Youngstown State, and Oh10 Umvcrity for the All-Ohio meet.
"There will be a lot more competition than we 'rc used to," Hull
sa~ d. "F very team from Ohio is mVJ!cd and pretry much all of them
come, so we' ll be runmng agamst
Div1 ion I and Divis ion II runners."

Therefore, does this make it any easier for the public to
accept his painting as art? Each of us will obviously have
our own opinion on the issue, but in this case the issue
isn't about simply ~ebati.ng the legitimacy of one man's
artwork. It's about who makes the final decision as to
whether or not that artwork's exhibition has the right to be
publicly funded and for that matter, does anything related
to the arts deserve to be funded?
The cool, liberal answer is that indeed the arts deserve our funding and Mayor Giuliani needs to step down
off his oppressive, high horse and accept that which he
may not understand. Unfortunately, the cool answer just
does not seem to be the right answer in this case.
Yes, the arts should receive public funds. Just as
people learn from Science and History, there is something
extremely valuable to be learned from the arts. Somewhere
there is a person who has been inspired by a trip to the
theater or the art museum or a concert. Someone has been
moved and provoked to think due to a piece of art. Someone has been helped by the arts. It is not simply entertaining. It is enlightening and touching and it has something
to offer society. However, sometimes that worth can only
be found in the most offensive of places. Sometimes the
only way to enlighten is to first catch someone's attention
and provoke them to think . There is nothing wrong with
shocking someone so long as you can also help justify and
explain your intentions in shocking them. Yet, when those
people involved in the arts begin to try to shock simply to
shock, then they jeopardize their positions as artists and
begin to detract from what an has to offer. In the case of a
Virgin Mary with an elephant dung breast, well, no one,
but the artist can say for certain what his intentions were in
creating it. It may very well be a beautiful piece of visual
brilliance, which shocks in order to reach people. However, with the label "Sensation" accompanied by the confession that the controversy was intended to lure visitors,
the Brooklyn Museum of Art leaves a lot of room for criticism. Perhaps it is time for them to question their intention of creating an audience by creating a controversy and
focus on how to draw visitors solely due to the merits of
the artwork rather than its shock value.

For some reason, I chose this week to volunteer for the
staff commentary. I thought I had a good idea. When 1 atte mpted
to translate that good idea onto paper, it was about as interesting as the
PBS documentary I once saw on the
sexuality of sea gulls .
So in homage to Nick
Kovach,
our former Op/Ed editor
'
I
'
who has moved on down the road to
Ohio Uni versity, I bring the ai mless
ranting and ramblin g so familiar to
all of us CN vete rans. God kno ws
Carrie Mack
my work will ne ver co mpare to Mr.
Ca mpus News Edilor
Kovac h's ins ightful d iatribes di scus sing how he prefers water to soda.
NK, this o ne's fo r you .
1 hate it when girls have enough make- up on at 8 a.m. to
acco mmodate a small village in Laos. Ladies, who are you kidding? We know you do not roll out of bed like that. Rather, you
probably roll out of bed at 6:30 to attempt the natural look. If the
·'natural" look make-up can be seen from across your averagesized classroom, here's a clue-it's not natural.
Men, if you feel it's wann enough to wear sho11s. that
means it is not necessary to wear wool socks with Birken tocks .
Nor is it necessary to wear a jacket. If you have to do that, here's
a clue- it 's not wann enough to wear shorts.
I th ink it sucks when people wear a concert T-shirt the morning
after the concert. There's nothing more annoying than seeing 6,000
BNL shirts bopping aro und all over ca mpus only 12 hours after
the band has left the stage. I al so hate seeing o ld tie-dyes th at say
thi ngs li ke Grateful Dead , 1986, Blosso m Music Center" or so mething. If a T-shirt existed be fo re you ht t pube rt y, do n't wear it.
Also, all you park ing space stalkers o ut there, STO P
NOW. I really hate it w hen people low ly drive behind you as
you walk across the parking lot to yo ur car. Rathertha n fo llowing
me CIA style, wh y don't yo u JUSt roll down the window o f your
c ute litt le car and ask me 1f I'm leavi ng? You are all going to give
me a senous case of paranoia if tlus continues .
Also, don 't be the guy who thinks it's funn y to offer a
strange girl a job in your office by asking her how short her kirts
are. And don't be the girl who th ioks it's okay for someone to ask
you th is.
Oh and if you think light beer makes a sig ni ficant d iffe rence in your calorie intake, you are wrong there , too. Time to go
back to fifth grade health class and learn about the food groups
and nutrition and stuff.
Just tho ught you' d all like a little re minder of how some
things eem a lot better while you ' re doing them, and then sound
a lot worse on paper.
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Question of the Week
What Is Your Biggest Pet-Peeve
About John Carroll

The barbaric persecution and
murder of hundreds of Roman Catholics in East Timor by the Moslem government of Indonesia may be of little
concern to Americans. But innocent
Catholics of East Timor who wanted
nothing more than to be mdependent
ofMoslem governmental oppression
were brutally assassinated. Cathol ic
priests and nuns, in particular, were
marked for murder.
Pope John Paul observed that
the Moslem sect is aggressive in nature. This sect of the desert is not on ly
aggressive, it is violent! A Moslem attempted to murder Pope John Paul in
1981. Violence as demonstrated by
Iraq's Saddam Hussein has been employed by other Moslem aggressors
such as in Saudi Arabia against U.S.
military installations as well as in
Sudan, Libya, Egypt, Dagestan and, of
course, Kosovo which is now a Moslem state in Chnstian Europe.

A Jihad, holy war, now exists
between Christian and Moslems. Indeed, the war began when Mohammed
started hts devili sh cult around the year
666. Because of this diabolical, undeclared war by Moslems on Christians, this Roman Catholic strongly
counsels all Christians to pray the Holy
Rosary daily for the conversion of
Moslem hearts to Jesus and the defeat
of the Moslirn god Allah who is not
God the Father but a false god. The
contemp lative prayer of the Rosary for
peace and conversions was first advoca ted by the mother of Chris t at
Fatima, Portugal in 1917. Interestingly, Fatima was the daughter of
Mohammed . I have written a play
about this matter. It i called: An
American Prophet.
Joseph E. Valley, M.A.
Third Order Franciscan

We require that letters be submitted in The Carroll News offices by noon
on Monday to be eligible for publication in that week's edition.

Guest Commentary
The Athletic
"The average copyright of
books in the JCU
Library :1928."
Chad Kleibscheidel

"There is never any open
parking."
Meredith Merle
Junior

"Many students are very
close-minded to
everything."
Latania Moor

"I just transferred. I think
things are pretty good here."

"The lack of fine female
specimens.''

David LaGuardia
Junior

Cedric McMickle
Senior

_Don't forget'

Inv1te y

·

our Parents
(both of them!) to

Blast off to the new Millennium
JCU's Parents Weekend
October 22-24, 1999
Highlights of the weekend:

'
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Good Times At
Homecoming .....
Priceless

Persecution of Catholics in the
Middle East Called to Attention

I

by Jason Smith and Chris Miklich

The Carroll News October ?

Letters to the Editor

Who c..a.r~
G.
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President's Reception
Parent College Classes
Cut a Millennium Rug (dance)
Family Mass & Brunch

Tell your mom and dad to register by October 15. Do you need a registration
form or have questions? Call Development and Alllmn•
Relations at 216-397-4324.

Department Does Carel
From a distance, it is easy to question th e athletic department and assign the
Chris Wenzler
blame.
With regard to the athletic
is the Sports
department's
position toward its faciltties ,
Information
we are very much aware of the less than
Director at JCU
adequate conditions. However, to simply
state that the athletic department is not
addressing its needs is an example of not understanding the heart of the
matter. Refurbishing a stadium, renovating a gymnasium or constructing a
field house are not projects which can be provided for in an operating budget. These are projects which depend on donations and fundraising campaigns.
With respect to Baldwin-Wallace, Mount Union and Ohio Northern
(which, by the way, has incredible amounts of land on which to build -unlike John Carroll) all came about as a result of massiv e fundraising efforts. We invite anyone to visit web sites for Allegheny College, Capital
University, and Case Western Reserve University and read about the athletic facilities which those schools have constructed in recent years and
take a look at the price tag . It~ not a drop in the bucket by any stretch of the
imagination .
The athletic department should hardly receive blame for thi s. As for
publicity, well, it appears that my efforts are being questioned. That comes
with the territory. Each week, I produce a comprehensive weekly release
that not just reviews but previews events. There is also a vehicle known as
the JCU Athletic Web Site (www.j cu.edu/studenti/Athletics/varsity.htm) that
contains schedules, scores, statistics, rosters, team hi stories, player biograph ies, coaches profiles, and much more. Other methods of publicity that
have been used in the past and continue to be em ployed in the present include putting flyers in student mailboxes (many of which seem to wind up
in waste baskets or on the floor) , schedule cards in the mailboxes (see fl yers), and atrium banners provided by the Student Athletic Advisory Committee.
I have been in this position for nine years now, and have been a part
of this University for 13 years. But [ hold the mirror in fwnt of the st udents and ask if you have attended 100% of the games John Carroll has
played. Among the excuses I have heard fo r not attending inc lude "homework" , "had to go home", "had a class", "had a meeting". "had to go to the
library" , and "went to v1s1t my boyfriend/girlfriend". Of course, the most
galling excuse of all is "the Notre Dame/Ohio State/Michigan/Browns/Indians game was on television". That was why it was so great to sec the
nearly 6,500 who made the decision to attend Saturday's "Game of the Millennium" . It was an outstanding effort by both the student body and the
athletic department, not to mention the combatants who put on a tremendous show. But it's not just about the footba ll game on Saturday. I find the
attendance and enthusiasm at OAC Swimming & Diving Championships
to be overwhelming. Put the title "NCAA" or "OAC" Champ1onship m
front of an event, and a raucous crowd is sure to follow.
I have always been a firm believer that col lege is what you make of
t!. I also believe Ihat those who run the college can help a greal deal in that
enjoyment. Therefore. I want to make it clear that I am always open for
suggestions and ideas. l often get feedback from faculty. administrators,
students, and alumni. I do not pretend to have all the answas. I am JUSt one
person m a campus community of over 4,000. To quote one Jerry Maguire.
"Help me help you".
The easy road in life ts to be reacttvc, but it takes much more effort to
be proactive.

A-t: the risk of sounding like an annoying te[ev is ion commercial that has gone too far,
Homecoming Saturday wa tntly .... Priceless.
-abe close-nit campus of John Carroll
University. throughout game millennium, was
Scali Herald
our versiofl of Mardi Gras , an armosphere full
of ex.citerncnt. Although the end result did not
is a junior
tum out tO be the one we wanted, Carroll stuatJCU
dents have something to remember for the rest
oftheir lives.
Small campus, small alumni, it didn't matter, spending time with friends,
workmg on an early aflcmoon buzz is what made that Saturday afternoon great.
Were people really here on SaturdaY to see a football game? Well I should
hope so; it was only the number one tea.r:n in the country. But the fact that the
game was Homecoming gave all the more reason to get out of control with your
fri ends. And knowing that the Cleveland Hetghts Police had no jurisdiction to
break it up makes it all so spec ial.
Reunitmg with fn ends who have 5 ince parted ways from thts University is
one of the many benefits of Homecoming. At a large school seeing old alumni
with unfamiliar faces means nothing to the current students. These are the small
things that all too often get looked over at John Carroll University. And I am sure
that once all of us leave and go our separate ways, we will all look forward o
coming back
So now let all of those us who sere anted our hearts out, chanted obsccnitie at bad offi ciating, and had to take a nap before the evening parties started,
take a bow.

The Purest Love
A few days back I read Matthew 14- you might want to refer to it as
you read this column. King Herod had John the Baptist beheaded at the
request of the daughter of Herodias VN it:h whom King Herod was well
pleased.
The disciples went and buried J obn the Baptist's body and then went
and told Jesus. I find the verses 13 and 14 absolutely fascinating as they
·
·
of Jesus. In verse 13. we are told that Jesus withdrew
by boat to a solitary place. Thoughts raced through my mind like, He was
probably very upset and burt - He rob a b 1 cried. I am sure He went off to

HOROSCOPES
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ARIES
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TAURUS

Condtltons today are good for you.
Romance look excellent, and tt's getting bener. Don't take a risk yet, however, especJally with your money.
Hold onto as much ofthatas po stble.
You don't need it to have a good time,
anyway.

Finish up a big job, quickly Other
work's corning soon, so hu tic.
Things probably won't go the way
you've planned them . Knowing
that, you can add a Plan B and
maybe even a Plan C. Never hurts
to have an extra escape route.

LEO
Count your pennies today. Gather up
money that's floating around - like
money someone owes you. Make
people pay up. Get back all the stuff
your nctghbors have borrowed, too.
Docs your mate owe you $5'! Ask everyone to pay you back. You might get
enough to buy a new toy.

Q

1fL

LIBRA

:()

Venus. the planet symbo!Jzing
love, is corning into your sign
today. This will make you even
luckter than usualm everythtngespecially love. When you're
lucky in love, nothmg else matters, right? Except for a small
breakdown at horne, you've got
tt made.

During this phase, you're getting
some attention that you may not
really want. You may wish you
could hide out. You might also wish
you had a ltnle more money. Amazingly enough, you want the money
to play! It's hard to find enough private time, but you can .

PISCl;5

If you need a loan, try again later
today or tomorrow You could get
more money to come in if you don't
get dtstracted . A friend has a great
idea, but don't let 1t gel m the way
of business. Watch what you say today, too.

-

-

SAGITTARfU

You've been thmking about your
career lately. and there's a good
reason for that. Don't worry about
what 1t ts;just eep going for that
promotiOn. The money tsn't nowing yet. but you're headed m the
nght dtrcctJon. rocus on !cam mg.
and you'll do fine .

AQUARIUS

CAPRICORN

GEMINI

Expect some controversy to bUild
up You may notice you're gcttmg
a btt nervous . Somettme ~ that can
be fun, and sometimes it's annoying. You'll calm down naturally tomorrow. Meanwhtlc, no caffemc,
OK?

/

SCORPIO

You're always popular, but for the
next few weeks, you'll make even
more friends. If you're looking for
lovc,join people who are intere ted
in the same things you arc. Friendship could blossom into love With
no trouble at all

You're pretty casual ometimc ,
but today you should put in extra
effort. You'll get extra points for
being perfect. It'll get easier soon
since your ruling planet, Venus. is
going into Virgo, the sign of the
perfectiomst. Use thts to your advantage.

,..

VIRGO

CA CER
lt could be a good cventng to entertam. You want the place to be
immaculate, however. You'll feel
even more sociable tomorrow, so
why not clean house first? You'll
be much more relaxed after that's
done. Get help, if necessary.

-----

I thought of how humans act when tragedy C<lmes our way. We
"'"""'--""'~ get angJY - wbich is fine - those actions are completely natural; however, what is wrong is when we si1r in our anger or
pain. Often we by and control our situations by seeking revenge or showing hatred to those who have hurt us. But God calls us to forgive ooe
another and show love' to everyone. When we are hurting or when are
angJY we need to walk away just like Jesus did. After we have calmed
down and reflected then we can pray and ask God for His wisdom and
guidance in handling the situation.
In verse 14 we learn that once Jesus landed and saw a large crowd,
He had compassion on them and healed their sick. WOW! I wish I bad
that strength, Jesus' friend just died and in His pain, He showed compassion. l thought to myself how often humans want pity: We have this "woe
is me" attitude. Friends, we need to be more like Jesus. By studying the
way Jesus lived and applying His ways to my life, I have learned that when
. we are hurting, the best way to handle our pain is to help others. Then we
are not thinking about ourselves and our problems. God will give us the
strength. Please rely on Him today.
Dear Lord Jerus. Jpray we may be more like You. I pray that when
trials come our way. we may tum to lou for guidance and direction. Lord,
so often we do sm m our anger and pain. Please rel•eal to us how that is
wrong and through Your strength and love we can show l01•e and compassion. Thank you for Your amazing love. ln your most precious name I
pray, Amen.

11

Arc you th111~111g about sumg
somebody who's not treating you
nght'l Well , mayhc a trtend <:an
arbitrate for you and keep it fr!>m
g01ng all the way to court. That
might he better for all concerned.
You can demand respect, however That may be the only way
you'll get tt.

~---

-

----------

Forget about writing to
THE CARROLL NEWS

Email Us!
carrollnews@jcu.edu

Amy P/111 is a senior at
John Carroll University
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Expressing your
opinions outside of class?
Write a commentary
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by Jason Smith and Chris Miklich

Question of the Week
What Is Your Biggest Pet-Peeve
About John Carroll
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Letters to the Editor
Persecution of Catholics in the
Middle East Called to Attention
The barbaric persecution and
murder of hundreds of Roman Catholics in East Timor by the Moslem government of Indonesia may be of little
concern to Americans. But innocent
Catholics of East Timor who wanted
nothin g more than to be independent
of Moslem governmental oppression
were brutally assassinated. Catholic
priests and nuns, in particular, were
marked for murder.
Pope John Paul observed that
the Moslem sect is aggressive in nature. This sect of the desert is not only
aggressive, it is violent! A Moslem attempted to murder Pope Jo hn Paul in
1981. Violence as demonstrated by
Iraq's Saddam Hussein has been employed by other Moslem aggressors
such as in Saudi Arabia against U.S.
military installatio ns as well as in
Sudan , Libya, Egypt, Dagestan and, of
course, Kosovo which is now a Moslem state in Christian Europe.

A J1had, holy war, now exists
between Chnstians and Moslems. Indeed, the war began when Mohammed
started h1s devilish cult around the year
666. Because of this diabolical, undeclared war by Moslems on Christians, th1s Roman Catholic strongly
counsels all Christians to pray the Holy
Ros ary daily for the conversion of
Moslem hearts to Jesus and the defeat
of the Moslim god Allah who is not
God the Father but a false god. The
contemplative prayer of the Rosary fo r
peace and conversions was first advocated by the mother of Ch ri st at
Fatima, Portugal in 1917. Interestingly, Fatima was the daughter of
Mohammed. f have written a play
about this matter. It is called: An
American Prophet.
Joseph E. Valley, M.A.
Third Order Franciscan

We require lhat letters be submitted in The Carroll News offices by noon
on Monday to be eligible for publication in that week's edition.

Guest Commentary
The Athletic
''The average copyright of
books in the JCU
Library: 1928."

"Many students are very
close-minded to
everything."
Latania Moor

"There is never any open
parking."
Meredith Merle

Chad Kleibscheidel

"I just transferred. I think
things are pretty good here."

"The lack of fine female
specimens."

David LaGuardia
Junior

Cedric McMickle
Senior

_Don't forget
lnvtte y
our Parents
(both of them!) to

Blast off to the new Millennium
JCU's Parents Weekend
October 22-24, 1999
Highlights of the weekend : President's Reception
Parent College Classes
Cut a Millennium Rug (dance)
Famtly Mass & Brunch
Tell your mom and dad to register by October 15. Do you need a registration
form or have questions? Call Development and Alumm
Relations at 216-397 4324.

Department Does Carel
From a distance, it is easy toq uestion the athle tic department and assign the
Chris Wenzler
blame.
With regard to the athletic
is the Sports
department's
position toward its facilities,
Information
we are very much aware of the less than
Director at JCU
adequate conditions. However, to simply
state that the athletic department is not
addressing its needs is an example of not understanding the heart of the
matter. Refurbishing a stadium, renovating a gymnasium or constructing a
field house are not projects which can be provided for in an operating budget. These are projects which depend on donations and fundraising campaigns.
With respect to Baldwin-Wallace, Mount Union and Ohio Northern
(which, by the way, has incredible amounts of land on which to build -unlike John Carroll) all came about as a result of massive fundraising efforts. We invite anyone to visit web sites for Allegheny College, Capital
University, and Case Western Reserve University and read about the athletic facilities which those schools have constructed in recent years and
take a look at the price tag. lt"!i not a drop in the bucket by any stretch of the
imagination.
The athletic department should hardly receive blame for thi . As for
publicity, well , it appears that my efforts are being questioned. That comes
with the territory. Each week , f produce a comprehensive weekly release
that not just reviews but previews events . There is also a vehicle known as
the JCU Athletic Web Site{www.jcu.edu/studentl /Athlctics/varsity.htm) that
contains schedules, scores. statistics, rosters , team hi stories, player bio!;raphies, coaches profiles, and much more. Other methods of publicity that
have been used in the past and continue to be employed in the present include putting flyers in student mailboxes {many of which seem to wind up
in waste baskets or on the floor), schedule cards in the mailboxes {sec fl yers), and atrium banners provided by the Student Athletic Advisory Committee.
I have been in this position for mnc years now, and have been a part
of this University for 13 years. But I hold the mirror in fmnt of the students and ask if you have attended I00% of the games John Carroll has
played . Among the excuses I have heard for not attending include "homework", "had to go home". "had a class", "had a meeting". "had to go to the
library", and "went to visit my boyfriend/gir lfriend". Of course, the most
galling excuse of all is "the Notre Dame/Ohio State/Michi gan/Browns/I ndians game was on televiSion". That was why it was so great to sec the
nearly 6,500 who made the decision to attend Saturday's "Game of the Millennium". 1t was an outstanding efTort by both the student body and the
athletic department, not to mention the combatants who put on a tremendous show. But it's not just about the football game on Satmday. I find the
attendance and enthusia m at OAC Swtmming & Diving Champ1onsh1ps
to be overwhelming. Put the tule "NCAA" or "OAC" ChampiOnship m
front of an event, and a raucous crowd i sure to follow.
I have always been a finm believer that college 1s what you make of
11. I also believe that those who run the collcg can help a great dcalm that
enJoyment. Therefore. l want to make it clear that I am always open for
suggestions and ideas . I often get feedback from faculty, administrators.
students. and alumm. I do not pretend to have all the answers. I am JUSt one
person m a campus community of ovcr4.000. To quote one Jerry MagUire,
"Help me help you".
The easy road m life is to be reactiVe, but 1t takes much more c !Ton to
be pruaCtiVC.

FORUM
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Guest Commentary

Good Times At
Homecoming.....
Priceless
At the risk of sounding like an annoymg telev1sion commerc~al that has gone too far,
Homecoming Saturday was truly .... Pnccless.
The close-nit campus of John Carroll
University, throughout game millennium, was
our version of Mardi Gras, an atmosphere full
Scott Herald
of
excttement. Although the end result did not
is a junior
tum out to be the one we wanted, Carroll stuatJCU
dents have something to remember for the rest
of their lives.
Small campus, small alurnm, it d1dn't matter, spending time with friends,
workmg on an early afternoon buzz is what made that Saturday afternoon great.
Were people really here on Saturday to see a football game? Weill should
hope o; it was only the number one team in the country. But the fact that the
game was Homecoming gave all the more reason to get out of control with your
friends. And knowing that the Cleveland Heights Pohce had no jurisdiction to
break it up makes it all so special.
Reuniting with friends who have since parted ways fTOm th1s University is
one of the many benefits of Homecoming. At a large school seeing old alumni
with unfamiliar faces means nothing to the current studentS. These are the small
things that all too often get looked over at John Carroll University. And 1 am sure
that once all of us leave and go our separate ways, we will all look forward o
coming back.
So now let all of those us who screamed our hearts out, chanted obscenities at bad officiating, and had to take a nap before the evening parties started,
take a bow.

The Purest Love
A few days back I read Matthew 14-youmight wanttoreferto it as
you read this column. King Herod bad John the Baptist beheaded at the
request of the daughter of Herodias with whom King Herod was well
pleased.
The disciples went and buried John the Baptist's body and then went
and told Jesus. J find the verses 13 and 14 absolutely fascinating as they
·
·
of Jesus. In verse 13, we are told that Jesus withdrew
by boat to a solitary place. Thoughts raced through my mind like, He was
probably very upset and hurt- He robabl cried. I am sure He went off to
I thought of how humans act when tragedy comes our way. We
~ aometimes get angry - which is tine - those actions are completely natural; however, what is wrong is when we sin in our anger or
pain. Often we try and control our situations by seeking revenge or showing ilatred to those who have hurt us. But God calls us to ·foigive one
another and show love to everyone. When we are hurting or when are
angry we need to walk away just like Jesus did. After we ilave calmed
down and reflected then we can pray and ask God for His wisdom and
guidance in handling the situation.
In verse \4 we Ieana that once Jesus landed and saw a large crowd,
He had compassion on them and healed their sick. WOW! I wish I had
that strength, Jesus' friend just died and in His pain, He showed compassion. l thought to myself how often humans want pity. We have this "woe
is me" attitude. Friends, we need to be more like Jesus. By studying the
way Jesus lived and applying His ways to my life, I have learned that when
we are hurting, the best way to handle our pain is to help others. Then we
are not thinking about ourselves and our problems. God will give us the
stren1,>th. Please rely on Him today.
Dear Lord Jesus, l pray we may be more like You I pray that when
trials come our way. we may turn Ia You for guidance and direction. Lord.
so often we do sm in our anger and pain. Please rtveal to us how that is

wrong and through Your stre11gth a11d love we can show lol'e and compassion. Thank you for Your amazing love. In your most prtcious name I
pray, Amen.
Amy Plut is a senior at
John Carroll University

Faculty
Interested in
Expressing your
opinions outside of class?
Write a commentary
Submit your ideas to
THE CARROLL NEWS
carrollnews@jcu.edu
x4398, recplex nn 22
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HOROSCOPES
(5

ARIES

TAURUS

Conditions today are good for you.
Romance looks excellent, and 1t's getting better. Don't take a risk yet, however, espec1ally with your money.
Hold onto as much of that as possible.
You don't need it to have a good time,
anyway.

Fini h up a big Job, quickly. Other
work's coming soon, so hustle.
Thmgs probably won't go the way
you've planned them . Know1ng
that, you can add a Plan B and
maybe even a Plan C. Never hurts
to have an extra escape route.
CANCER

LEO

It could be a good evcnmg to entertain. You want the place to be
immaculate, however. You'll feel
even more sociable tomorrow, so
why not clean hou se fi rst? You'll
be much more relaxed after that's
done. Get he lp, if necessary.

Count your pennies today. Gather up
money that's floating around - like
money someone owes you Make
people pay up. Get back all the stuff
your ne1ghbors have borrowed, too.
Docs your mate owe you $5? Ask everyone to pay you back. You might get
enough to buy a new toy.

Q

LIBRA

SCORPIO

You're pretty casual sometimes,
but today you should put in extra
effort. You'll get extr~ points for
being perfect. It'll get easier soon
since your ruling planet, Venus, is
going into Vugo, the sign of the
perfectiomst. Use this to your advantage.

You're always popular, but for the
next few weeks, you'll make even
more fnends. lf you're looking for
love, join people who arc interested
in the same things you arc. Fncndship could blossom mto love with
no rrouble at all.

n

Expect some controversy to build
up. You may notice you're gettmg
a b1t nervous. Sometimes that can
be fun, and sometimes It's annoymg. You'll calm down naturally tomorrow. Meanwhile, no caffeme,
OK~

VIRGO
Venus, the planet symbolizmg
love, is com1ng mto your stgn
today. Th1s will make you even
luckier than usual Ill everythmgespcctally love . When you're
lucky m love, nothmg else matters, nght? Except for a mall
breakdown at home, you·v~ got
it made.
/

During this phase, you're getting
some attetttion that you may not
really want. You may wish you
could hide out. You might also wish
you had a httlc more money. Amazingly enough, you want the money
to play! It's hard to find enough private time, but you can.

If you need a loan, try again later
today or tomorrow. You could get
more money to come in if you don't
get distracted. A fnend has a great
idea, but don't let 1t get 111 lhc way
of bus mess. Watch what you say today, too.

-- -

-

SAGITTARIUS

You've been thmkmg abou1 your
career lately, and there's a good
reason for th.tt Don't worry about
what it i • just keep going for that
promotion. The money i~n't flowmg yet, but you're headed in the
nght d1rechon. rocus on lcarnmg,
nnd you'll do fine
PISCES

AQUARIUS

CAPRI COR~

GEMINI

Are you th111kmg about suing
somebody who's not trcatmg you
nght'l Well, maybe a fncnd ~an
arbitrate for you and keep tt frtllll
going all the way to court That
1mght be better for all conccmcd.
You can demand respect, howe er That rnuy be the only way
you'll get 11.

~--

-------------------

Forget about writing to
THE CARROLL NEWS

Email Us!
carrollnews@jcu.edu
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CLASSIFIEDS

For Ad btu and lntorm..atl.on Mail us at :

la.ssofied ads cost SJ.OO for the firSI ten words and $.20 for each additional
word. To be placed ads mu5t be 1yped or handwnllen clearly and legibly and
>enl 10 or dropped offal The Carroll News office with paymenl. Classified
ds will not be run without pre-paymenr. Classifieds will not be taken over
phone. Deadline for classified 1s noon of the Monday pnor to publicauon .

Busmeu ~

(216) 391-4398
Fu/ Dala (216) 391-1729
General In fo (216) 397-171 1

E-mail to tbt CN at:
The Carroll News
CarroiiNews@jaJ edu
20700 Nonh Park Blvd
Umvers1ty Hc•ghls. OH 44118

file

HELP WANTED

SITTER WANTED
Child care in our home for our 8, 6 ,
and 5-year old children . Tuesday,
Thursday afternoons 2:30-6pm. We
pay well for responsible , lovtng care .
Walking distance from Gesu/JCU .
Call Chris at 216-381-7584 .
Seeking baby-si Iter for 8-month old
for Saturday evenings and occasional
weekend days and weeknights . Shaker
He1ghts . Call 216-991-1880.
Baby-sitter needed for two children in
Shaker Hts. Part-time , flexible hours ,
car helpful. Call Patricia at 216-4911871 .

SPRING BREAK
Spring Break ' 00 Cancun , Mazatlan
or Jama1ca from $399 . Reps wanted!
Sell 15 and travel free! Lowest Prices
Guaranteed!!'
Info:
Call
1-800-446-8355 .
www.sunbreaks.com

IM¢MM f11

On campus computer tutor wanted. Knowl edgeable in Excel and Word . After 6 PM
Call Debbie or Bob : 440-543-8821 .
SWIM COACH Organized ·and knowledgeable person needed to provide leadership
to a 60 member USS swim team . Applicants
should have excellent public rela tions skills
as well as coaching and/o r competitive swimming experience. 9 month o r year round opportunity. Orange Recreation 216-831-8601
ext. 260.
LIFEGA URDS Immediate opportunities for
l1fegaurds , swimming instructors and aquatic
supervisors. Year round employment. Flexible schedule. Competetive salary. Lifeguard
training and CPR/PR required. Orange RecreatiOn 216-831-860 I ext. 260.
IMMED IATE OPENINGS' Students earn
$3751 $575 weekly processing/assembling
medical I. D. cards from your home . Experience unnece ssa ry ... we train you! Call
MediCard 1-541 -386 -5290, ext. 300.

Student needed to walk puppy weekdays in
JCU area. Good pay. 216-371-2522.
TGI Friday's . Now hiring all positions - servers, door positions, bussers- at t he Mayfield
Hts. location- Golden Gate Plaza. Flexible
hours available- Earn up to $500/wk. Apply
Mon.- Thurs. 2-4 p.m.
F R EE B aby Boo m B o x + E arn $ 1200 !
Fun draiser fo r stude nt groups and organizations. Earn up to $4 per Masterc ard app. Call
for info or visit our website. Qua lified callers receive a FREE Baby Boom Box . 1-800932-0528 ext.
119 or ext.
125 .
www.ocmconcepts.com

APARTMENTS
Rooms for rent. Cedar/Lee near Coventry.
Nice house . All priviledges utili t ies included. $400-425. Comes with great dog .
Grocery I min. away. Steve 216-371-4209.
Advertise in The Carroll News , call 216-3974398.

Shaker Heights- 3310 Warrensville Center Road . Luxurious & spacious I & 2
bdrms . Ceiling fans, mini-blinds, appliances, carpetlwood floors indoor garage.
Starting at $550.00, 216-464-3300.
Shaker Heights- 3270 Warrensville Center Road. Luxury I & 2 bdrms. Newly
decorated. So me with 2 baths. Indoor
ga rage, heat, a pp li a nces, ca rpe t/ h ard wood fl oors. St arting at $550 .00 , 216464 -33 00 .
Shaker Heights- VanAken . Charming I
& 2 bedroom apartments, newly decorated , carpeting, ceiling fans, minib linds, appliances. Indoor garage in cluded. St art ing at $415.00, 216-4643300.
Cleveland Heig h ts- Cedar and Taylor.
New ly decorated studios and I bedroo ms.
Car peti ng/hardwood floo rs, ceili ng fa ns,
mini-blinds. App liances, heat included.
On b us Iin e. Starting at $395.00, 216464-3300.

Taint

Full Service Hair Salon

Full body waxing,
make- up, pedicure,
manicure
Corner of Warrensville
Ctr. & Silsby - wa lking
dista nce from campus!

Open evenings
Tues-Thurs.

(21 6 ) 371-9585

"You certainly -ra In a hurry 10 be

b Jake Mrkvicka

promoted from private,
Corporal Partsr

_______

......,

MAMA'S BOYZ by JERRY CRAFT
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Ol sJaMSUV
Fraternities and Sororities
are our specialty!
·

KING CROSSWORD

ACROSS
I Standard
5 Mongrel
8 Type size
12 Verdi masterwork
13 Gorilla
14 Leading
man?

at j:a112mount CI12Cl€
20016 no. paRk sl vb.
shak€12 hts .. oh 44
216--3 71-6886

pn€ IRish qooos

IS One using
acomp
17 "Jete
plumerai
Ia - "
18 Trap
19 Molest
21 Lost
ruddiness
24 Letterman
rival
25 Monad
26MAN
BITES
DOG, for
One
30 Charlie 's
ride, in
song
3 1 Set
32 Adams or
Ameche
33 Scanerbrains
.35 Lumber
36 Probability
37 Saunters
38Cow
catchers
41 First

name of
24 Across
42 News item,
for short
43 Wrestling
hold
48 Movie
house
49 Possess
SO Ox of
puz.zledom
5 I Hull piece
52 Ballbearing
gizmo
53 Exhibit
ennui
DOWN
I Beanie
Babies,
e.g.
2 Perjure
oneself
3 Boise's
county
4 Doohickey
5 Colunmist
Herb
6 - tree
(cornered)
7 Lucy and
others
g Walk a
beat
9 Thought
10 Broadway
recordholder

11 Iow a city
16 Stashed
20 Mayberry
sheriff
21 Cougar
22 Opposi tionist
23 Make-up
anist?
24 Shows
the way
26 Close-up
photo of
a sort
27 Pedestal
occupant
28 Comer
29 Tackles'
teammates
31 Start over
34lnn
35 Ambush
37 Bankroll
38 Tress
39 Rose's
beau
40Trig
function
41 Tarzan's
missus
44 Fann
female
45 "Comin' In
-Wing .. . "
46 Intimidate
47 Dorothy 's
home :
abbr.

